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ABSRACT
Most of the biomedical tests in pathology produce quantitative results. The test
results are interpreted by an expert to diagnose a medical condition. The
interpretation of raw data, particularly when the high number of patients is
considered, is quite repetitive and labour intensive. A decision support system has
been under study in this work to interpret the raw pathology data and produce
more advanced information on the condition of the patient and the nature of the
disease while reducing the frequency of misjudgment due to fatigue. The
developed system simulates human judgment and decision making in such process
using the Fuzzy Logic Control approach. The work is focused on microurine test
data. In the course of the thesis the employed method is introduced and the design
of the decision support system is described. The performance of the system is
validated by comparing its results against the expert's opinion for three sets of
opportunistically collected pathology data sets.
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1.1 Problem Statement
Clinical pathology laboratories are busier than ever. Small pathology
laboratories are merging with larger ones to concentrate more work of the
same repetitive nature in one place. Machines now handle many types of
clinical samples and are almost invariably linked to inexpensive highperformance microcomputers. This in turn has enhanced the housekeeping
aspects of a modern clinical pathology laboratory to the extent that
"laboratory life before computer" is almost impossible to comprehend.
Programming a computer for tasks such as data-base management is
straightforward. This essentially "dumb" role for computers is now widely
accepted by pathologists and laboratory staff. Other tasks relevant to
clinical pathology laboratories are, however, not so easy to specify by a
computer algorithm using the conventional methods.
One of those vital and critical tasks is diagnosis. In this process the
pathologist makes a decision about the patient's condition based on the
results obtained from testing the patient's samples in the pathology
laboratory. The test results are sometimes compared with the previous
patient's records for better diagnosis.

Most of the biomedical tests in pathology involve measurements of
quantitative nature. Some samples produce crisp data such as:

"TheWhite Blood Cell count is> 8x106 I Litre" Or
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"The number of microorganism is > 10 and 1nixed growth in this
blood culture."
In other words, the result of measurment can be described by numerical
values. Such data can be interpreted as being within a statistically defined
normal range or not. There are other results which are more complex, both
in relation to the features being studied and in their interpretation ( ie
assigned class). One example is the technical identification steps required
for interpretation of a mixed growth of coliforms and entrococci in an ideal
conduit urine. Even more complex examples can be found in histopathology
and cytology, where data shows complex c01Telation between the features.
One example is the definition of "Normal" class for morphological features
on a cervical cytology slide. Generally there is no absolute consensus on
what features of a cell or of a cytological smaer can be assessed as normal.
The boundries of such "normality" is also unclear. In such cases the
measured variables are qualitative and hence the report of the pathologist is
always descriptive and in words. Classification of such samples are more
difficult since, the analysis is intimately linked to the interpretation, and the
rules are often subjective and depend on a particular pathologist.

1.2 Significance of the Work
Developing a computer-based decision support system for interpreting
results obtained from a sample test, though difficult, is quite a significant
achievement. It will not only increase sample throughput but will make the
diagnosis more objective and will reduce the frequency of error and
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misjudgement due to fatigue. In addition, the manual interpretation of raw
data, particularly when there are a large number of patients, is quite
repetitive and labour intensive.

The development of a decision support system has been under study in this
work to automatically interpret the quantitative chemical pathology data
and to produce more advanced infmmation on the condition of a patient and
the nature of the disease. The developed system simulates human-like
judgement by using fuzzy logic control approach. The study has been
conducted based on Microscopic urine analysis test which produces purely
quantitative data. The data includes the number of White blood cells, Red
blood cells, Epithelial cells and Culture result

1.3 Thesis Aim and Objectives
The aim of this thesis has been to develop a fuzzy logic based decision
support system to automatically interpret the Microscopic test data
produced in a pathology laboratory.

The aun of the project has been pursued by achieving the fallowing
objectives:
•

To conduct a critical review of the previous work in medical decision
support systems and application of fuzzy logic control in this area.

•

To study the charactersitics of Microscopic urinalysis test.

•

To develop a fuzzy model for diagnosis in Microsocopic urinalysis test
based on the measured variables.

Chapter]
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To design and develop a decision support system based on the fuzzy
model for automatic diagnosis in Microscopic urinalysis test.

•

To test and validate the operation of the developed system by comparing
its performace with the opinion of a domain expert.

1.4 Domain Expert
The work has been cmTied out in close consultation with a domain expert
particularly for the interpretation of the numerical data. The data-base and
rule-base of the decision support system were initially constructed based on
the recommended reference levels provided in various reference books
published by the Royal College of Pathologist of Australia [Mun91],
[Bru94], [Sch91], [Str94] and later verified by the domain expert at
Southern Pathology Services, Wollongong. The pe1formance of the system
was validated by comparing it against the views of two pathologist at
Southern Pathology, Mark Formby and Brian Gibbson.

1.5 Decision Support System
The concept of decision support system was firstly introduced by
researchers at the Sloan School of Management at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, the Harvard Business School in USA and the
Business School HEC in France in the late 1960s [Kle90]. There are many
definitions of what precisely a DSS is [Ols92]. One of those definitions
describes DSS as:

Introduction
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"A computer information system that provides i11formation in a given
domain of application by means <~f analytical decision models and access to
databases, in order to support a decision niaker in making decision
effectively in complex and unstructured tasks" [Kle90].

The following themes can be extracted from this definition [Mal94]:
1

•

A DSS is an information system.

•

A DSS is used by decision makers.

•

A DSS supports, not replaces people.

•

A DSS is used in decision making.

•

A DSS is suitable for unstructured or semi-structured tasks.

•

A DSS incorporates models and databases of some sort.

A Knowledge base (KB) system is a computerised system that uses
knowledge about some domain to solve problems of that domain.

This

solution is essentially the same as that concluded by an expert of that
domain when confronted with the same problem [Gon93]. A KBDSS is a
DSS with the KB as its gist.

1

Decision Support System
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1.6 Fuzzy Logic
The decision support system developed in this work is based on the concept
of fuzzy logic. In 1965, Lotfi Zadeh [Zad65] introduced a new concept
called 'fuzzy sets'. The idea is to allow every member in a universe of
discourse U, has a degree of membership in F equals to any value between
0 and 1, where F is a fuzzy set inside U. Membership degrees of 1 and 0
represent full membership and non-membership respectively. In fuzzy sets,
membership is usually defined in terms of a membership function. The
defined membership functions are sometimes called 'linguistic labels'
because they always describe the subjectively defined terms such as 'high',
'hot', 'young', 'slow' etc.
Fuzzy logic control was first initiated by the work of Mamdani and Assilian
[Mam75]. It is developed based on fuzzy sets theory. It operates similar to
human reasoning and decision making. Since the information required for
medical decision making is often uncertain and imprecise, conventional
analytical approaches do not provide an adequate model for approximate
modes of reasoning such as those encountered in medical decision making.
Most modes of human reasoning and common-sense reasoning fall into this
category. Fuzzy logic control provides an effective way of dealing with the
problem of knowledge representation in this environment of uncertainty and
imprecision [Hud94].
Examples of the application of fuzzy logic in medicine include decision
2

support systems for the treatment of AIDS [Xu94], computer analysis of
2

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
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haematological data [Ber94], control of inspired oxygen in ventilated
newborn babies [Sun94], and advanced clinical monitoring for real-time
diagnostics [Gol94] . The application of fuzzy logic control in biology is
extensive, particularly in the area of diagnostics.

1.7 Structure of Thesis
The thesis comprises of six chapters. The aim and objectives of the study
are given in chapter 1. In addition, a brief introduction to the decision
support systems and Fuzzy Logic control, the core methods employed in
this work, are provided in this chapter. The structure of the thesis is
introduced in chapter 1.
A comprehensive review of the previous work is conducted in chapter 2.
Initially various methods employed in the modelling of expert systems is
described. A critical review of the previous work on decision support
systems in medical and pathology is provided in which the design
procedure used is described and significance and limitations of the work are
highlighted.

A brief study of urine formation and its constituent is presented in chapter
3. The · characteristics of urine elements and their significance in
microscopic test is also described. The threshold values used in the
diagnosis of urinary tract infection is reviewed.
The design and development of the Fuzzy Logic Decision Support System
(FLDSS) and its application to Microurine test is described in chapter 4.

Chapterl
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There have been three generations of the system developed during the work
in pursuit of a better pe1forming system. The details of the all three systems
are described in this chapter. Initially the principles behind the operation of
Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) is covered. The structure of a FLDSS and the
parameters considered in its design are described. This includes
membership functions, fuzzy rules, fuzzification and defuzzification.
The performance of the developed system is studied in chapter 5. The three
generations of the system have been applied to three sets of Microurine test
data obtained from Southern Pathology. The output of each system is then
compared with the interpretation of the human expert (Pathologist) for the
same set of data. Statistical analysis is applied to both results to quantify the
companson.
The conclusion of the thesis is provided in chapter 6. The specific findings
of the project are initially summarised. A review of the outcomes of the
work and its limitations are caITied out. Some suggestions are finally
offered for the continuation of the work.

CHAPTER2
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2.1 Introduction
In this chapter a study of the decision support systems and expert systems
in the area of medicine is canied out. This will assist to develop a better
understanding of the work described in the chapters to follow. The specific
features of the most common structures developed for the decision support
systems are briefly described and compared. The application, merits and
limitations of such systems are also highlighted. A review of three medical
decision support systems used in industry is also provided.

2.2 Decision Support Systems
Over the last two decades, a significant amount of research and
development on decision support systems and expert systems has been
reported in the literature. A significant feature of such systems is their
ability to consult with the user. A computer program simulates the decision
making process of an expert by receiving data about a problem from the
user and

providing a possible solution. Decision support systems are

designed to mimic the human reasoning process on a more systematically
structured a prior information and real-time data.
Decision support systems are usually employed for diagnosis, design or
consultation. A typical structure of a Decision support system is illustrated
by a simple block diagram in Figure 2.1 .

12
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Domain Expert

Know ledge Engineer

Knowledge
base

Inference
Engine

User
interface

Global
Data base

-----

User

Workspace

Figure 2.1: Decision Support System Block Diagram
The components of this system represent counterparts to the essential
components of human reasoning.
The knowledge base con-esponds to the knowledge and experience of an
expert, whereas the global data-base contains existing data and hypothesis
on the problem area. The inference mechanism accommodates reasoning
methods simulating the way human experts apply their knowledge to
analyse information and aITive at a decision. The user interface provides a
communication path between the user and the system. The inference
mechanism performs the complex task of combining elements from the
data-base with elements from the knowledge-base to produce new
information in the form of advice. Facts gathered from information supplied
by the user, in response to question asked by the system, and information
infeITed by the system's inference mechanism working on the know ledge
base, are gathered in a specific data collection area known as the global
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data-base. It is this separation between the knowledge and inference
mechanism which makes expert systems more versatile than conventional
computer programs. In other word, knowledge and control of the system
can be developed and maintained separately.

2.3 Examples of Decision Support Systems
Decision support systems have been around for a few decades and have
been applied to many diverse fields. Here two early decision support
systems, DENDRAL and PROSPECTOR are described to illustrate more
clearly the structure and components of such systems. DENDRAL is an
expert system used by chemists and PROSPECTOR is a geological site
evaluation system.

2.3.1 DENDRAL

One of the first developed practical expert systems was DENDRAL
[Buc84]. This system was designed to examine the spectroscopic analysis
of an unknown molecule and to predict the molecular structure producing
such analysis. Work on DENDRAL began in 1965 at Stanford university.
The system takes as its input a histogram mass number and intensity pairs
from a mass spectrometry reading. A heuristic algorithm is applied to this
input to produce a set of constraints defining the molecular structures to be
examined. Based on these constraints, the DENDRAL algorithm identifies
the possible molecular structures which could have produced the mass
histograms. Finally the program simulates the mass spectrometer output of

Chapter2
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each likely candidate structure.
An example of a production rule used m heuristical DENDRAL is as
follow:
if

the spectrum for the molecule has two peaks
at mass Xl and X2 such that

Xl+X2 = M + 28 and
Xl-28 is a high peak, and
X2 -28 is a high peak, and
At least one of Xl or X2 is high,
then

the molecule contains a ketone group.

EDERNAL and its descendent have become standard tools used by
chemists in determining the probable molecular structure of an element.
The important point with EDERNAL is its search for all the possible
molecular structures. The success of this early system demonstrated the
feasibility of expert systems for real applications.

2.3.2 PROSPECTOR

PROSPECTOR was developed m the late 1970s at Stanford Research
Institute. The aim of this work was to provide a consultation system for
geologist in the early stages of investigating a site for ore-grade deposits.
The input data are primarily smface geological observations and assumed to
be uncertain and incomplete. The knowledge-base of PROSPECTOR is

Chapter2
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based on a semantic network organised around five different models. Each
model describes the relationship pertaining to a particular type of mineral
deposit. In PROSPECTOR each rules specifies how the probability of one
assertion will affect the probability of another. The man-machine interface
in this system is more flexible than others as the user can volunteer
information or stop the system whenever he/she wishes.
Based on the input data, PROSPECTOR decides which model provides the
best fit. PROSPECTOR was the first Knowledge-base system to achieve a
major commercial success. The weakest part of its performance was its
failure to measure the full extent of the identified deposit.

2.4 Medical Decision Support Systems
The development of knowledge-base expert systems in medicine (Medical
Decision Support Systems) began about a decade after the introduction of
fuzzy logic theory by Zadeh. MYCIN was one of the first systems
developed in this area[Sho76]. During the 1970' s the literature published in
this area were quite optimistic about the future of the clinical decision
support systems [Sch70], pmticularly with the advent of classic systems
such as MYCIN, INTERNIST. Expert systems for medical diagnosis were
proposed in the early 1980s.
In spite of accuracy of many clinical decision-support systems, few are in
routine use today. The excessive computing power required for such
applications and difficulty of using them have been the reasons given for
not using such systems in medical procedures. Such explanations are not,
however, convincing today due to dramatic increase in the processing
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power and storage capacity of computers, reduction in their cost, and major
advances made in user-friendly graphical interfaces. In addition many
major hospitals and medical units use electronic information systems.
Hence a proper computing infrastructure already exists to accommodate
computer-based decision support systems.

2.4.1 MYCIN

MYCIN was one of the early medical decision-support systems developed
and is the best known in this area. This system was basically designed to
aid physician in the diagnosis and treatment of meningitis and bacteria
infections. It was essentially an academic project developed within the
Heuristic Programming Project at Stanford University in 1972. It brought
together the contributions of a large group of researchers and postgraduate
students over a number of years. Although it was never actually used in
practise to any great extent, its design has strongly influenced the design of
commercial expert systems and expert system shells. This was partly
because it embodied a number of independent ideas, and partly because it
was extremely well-documented[Buc84].

Essentially MYCIN was a straightforward production-rule (rule-base)
system, offering a consultation style interaction. Important concepts
employed in this system were the use of rules to identify the relevant
questions that needed to be put to the user, the close cooperation of the
expe1ts to provide and validate the rules and the use of certainty factors to
handle incomplete and uncertain information. To accommodate uncertainty,
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all information given to MYCIN may be qualified by a certainty factor
between -1 and +1. This factor represents the degree of confidence of the
practitioner in the answer provided for a question. This was an early
recognition of the major role of uncertainty in medical decision making.
In MYCIN, consultation proceeds in two stages. In the first stage a
diagnosis is made to identify the most likely infectious organisms. In the
next stage one or more drugs are prescribed to control all the possible
orgamsms.
In practice, a proper diagnosis is caITied out by growing cultures of the
infecting organism. This takes around 48 hours which is not feasible for
some illnesses such as meningitis as the patient may die. Hence a possible
diagnosis based on the available data is made and drugs are prescribed
accordingly.
MYCIN was developed partly in order to explore how human experts make
these rough (but important) diagnosis based on partial information. The
other objective of developing MYCIN was to assist many juniors and nonspecialised doctors who sometimes have to make such diagnosis.
MYCIN was written in Lisp, and its rules are formally represented as Lisp
expressions. The action part of the rule could just be a conclusfon about the
problem being solved, or it could be an arbitrary Lisp expression.

MYCIN represents its knowledge as a set of IF-THEN rules with certainty
factors. The following is an English version of one of MYCIN rules:

Chapter2
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IF the infection is pimary-bacteremia
AND the site of the culture is one of the sterile sites
AND the suspected portal of entry is the gastrointestinal tract
THEN there is suggestive evidence (0.7) that infection is bacteroid.

The 0.7 is roughly the certainty that the conclusion will be true given the
evidence. If the evidence is uncertain the certainties of the bits of evidence
will be combined with the certainty of the rule to give the certainty of the
conclusion.
MYCIN is a primarily goal-directed system, usmg the basic backward
chaining reason. However, MYCIN uses various heuristics to control the
search for a solution (or proof of some hypothesis). These are needed both
to make the reasoning efficient and to prevent the user being asked too
many unnecessary questions.
One strategy is to first ask the user a number of more or less preset
questions that are always required and which allow the system to rule out
totally unlikely diagnoses. Once these questions have been asked the system
can then focus on particular, more specific possible blood disorders, and go
into full backward chaining mode to try and prove each one. This rules out
a great deal of unnecessary search, and also follows the pattern of patientdoctor interviews.
The other strategies relate to the way in which rules are invoked. The first
one is simple: given a possible rule to use, MYCIN first checks all the
premises of the rule to see if any are known to be false. If this is the case
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then there is not much point to use the rule. The other strategies relate more
to the ce1tainty factors. MYCIN will first look at rules that have more
certain conclusions, and will abandon a search once the certainties involved
get below 0.2.
A dialogue with MYCIN has three main stages. In the first stage, initial
data about the case is gathered so the system can come up with a very broad
diagnosis. In the second stage more directed questions are asked to test
specific hypotheses. In the third section questions are asked to determine an
appropriate treatment, given the diagnosis and facts about the patient. This
obviously concludes with a treatment recommendation. At any stage the
user can ask why a question was asked or how a conclusion was reached.
When a treatment is recommended the user can ask for alternative
treatments if the first is not viewed as satisfactory.
MYCIN, though pioneeting much expert system research, also had a
number of problems which were remedied in later, but more sophisticated
architectures. One of these was that the rules often mixed domain
knowledge, problem solving knowledge and "screening conditions" 1 • A
later version called NEOMYCIN attempted to deal with these problems by
having an explicit disease taxonomy (represented as a frame system) to
represent facts about different kinds of diseases.
The basic problem solving strategy was to go down the disease tree, from
general classes of diseases to very specific ones, gathering information to

1

The conditions that avoids asking the user silly or awkward questions e.g., checking patient is
not child before asking about alcoholism.
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2

differentiate between two disease subclasses • NEOMYCIN also was used
for training doctors, which would take them through various example cases,
checking their conclusions and explaining where they went wrong.

2.4.2 ONCOCIN

ONCOCIN is another example of a medical consultation program which
was designed and developed after MYCIN. Work on ONCOCIN began in
mid-1979 at Stanford university and was installed for preliminary use in
1981. The system was built based on the knowledge of cancer treatment
protocols encoded in production rules. It was designed to assist physicians
is choosing the best therapy for cancer patients.
ONCOCIN is comprised of a set of intenelated sub-systems. The major two
components are:

1.

Reasoner, is a rule-based expert consultant that includes the necessary
knowledge of cancer chemotherapy. In the process of generating
recommendations, the reasoner uses initial diagnosis data on a patient,
information on the previous treatments, results of laboratory tests, and
the protocol-specific information in its knowledge base.

2.

Interviewer, which is an inte1face program controlling a high speed
terminal, and provides interaction with the physician.

ONCOCIN' s architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.2 by a block diagram.
2

For exrunple, if disease I has subtypes <.lisease2 and <.lisease3, and you know that the patient has
the disea-;el, and subtype <.lisease2 has symptom I but not disease3, then ask about symptom!.
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As shown, the reasoner and interviewer are linked through interactor.
When the physician enters the patient's data, the relevant information is
sent to the reasoner. This information is immediately analysed by the
reasoner and the response is sent back to the interviewer and displayed on
the te1minal [Sho81].
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Figure 2-2: Architecture of ONCOCIN
Production rules in ONCOCIN are similar to those used in previous rulebase systems such as MYCIN. The rules are invoked in one of the two
different modes; data-driven or goal-directed.
In ONCOCIN the initial control is derived from the control block in
response to the task selected by user . F01ward-chaining and back-chaining
of rules are intermingled, and any rule can be used in either direction. The
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effects of this mechanism is in contrast with the largely backward-chained
control used in MYCIN system. In MYCIN, a rule invocations occurs
because the value of a specific parameter is sought [Sho81].

2.4.3 Other Medical Expert Systems

INTERNIST is another early medical decision-support which was designed
to diagnose diseases in the field of internal medicine on the basis of
observable symptoms. This system holds its medical knowledge in a
"disease tree". In INTERNIST more general classificatory diseases are
higher in the structure, while more particular disease are lower in the
hierarchy. In other words, INTERNIST tries to establish one disorder and
then proceeds to establish others. A format of such a hierarchy can be
presented in Figure 2.3.
INTERNIST

Liver

Heart

Hepatitis

Figure 2.3: Example of INTERNIST Disease Tree Structure
In this architecture, the root node represents all the diseases covered in the
package, the non-terminal nodes represent a category of illnesses such as
liver or heart diseases and the terminal nodes represent specific diseases
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which should be diagnosed and treated (like Hepatitis). In this case,
INTERNIST establishes that the case at hand is a type of liver disease,
while heart rejects the case as not being in its domain. INTERNIST starts
with the highest-scoring disease and investigates it in detail. The
investigation seeks to determine whether symptoms indicating the disease
are present. In some cases the system asks for test results that would
confirm the presence or absence of a particular symptom Each disease
being considered is placed in one of the two different groups. Some
possibilities, in effect, compete with one another. Thus if one disease is
confirmed, the other possibilities will be eliminated. The latest version of
the package, called CADUCEUS, contains information on some 500
diseases [Har85].
EMERGE, is another example of an early medical decision support
system. It was developed as a rule-based data-driven expert system for
analysis

of

patients

with

chest

pain

m

the

emergency

room

environment[Hud85]. To aITive at a decision or recommendation, the
system uses information entered by the user in conjunction with the
knowledge base containing the production rules. Rules are arranged in a
hierarchical structures which greatly reduce the number of rules required.
Medical knowledge for the system is maintained separately by the
consultation program. The production rules are derived from a criteria map
to assess the quality of emergency medical services provided for patients
with chest pain. A number between 0 and 1 is used in EMERGE as a
certainty factor to determine the seriousness of the illness in each particular
case. The multi-valued logical computation of the certainty factors in the
system can be summarised as follows:
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(admissible disease)

CF=O

( not an admissible disease)
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CF1 AND CF2 = CF1 * CF2
CF1 OR CF2 = CF1 + CFi- CF1 * CF2

NOT (CF) = 1-CF
The main features of EMERGE include its independency from domain and
computer platform, input flexibility and data-driven search.
LABIESS, is another expert system created to assist in the process of
interpretation of laboratory data to evaluate the safety profile of a drug
[Rug93]. The purpose of the system is to evaluate the result of the
laboratory tests collected in clinical trials to identify the abnormal values.
The process of evaluation is pe1formed in two steps. The first step is to
assess the degree of the abnormality and to determine if there is a
relationship with the drug or if the abnormal value may be explained by
other factors, e.g. the presence of concomitant disease or treatments. In
some cases the value of the test is also compared with the result of other
related test to pinpoint inconsistencies, possibly due to laboratory errors. If
no error or other explanation is found, the abnormality is considered to be
related to the drug. The next step is to use the clinical implication involved
in this abnormality such as if the abnormality is indicative of some risk for
the patient. The knowledge-base of the system uses more than 120 IFTHEN rules to make these decisions. LABIESS was developed on VPExpert, a commercial expert system with production rule formalism and
ability to exchange data files written in various formats.
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The TraumAID project began around 1984 with TraumAID 1.0 in
the Department of Computer and Information Science at University of
Pennsylvania. TraumAID's domain of expertise was limited to the
abdomen. Over the next few years its domain was expanded to the chest
and abdomen[Rym93].

Strictly speaking, TraumAID 1.0 was a production system, or expert
system, that consisted of a rule-base. It was a program to assist physicians
during the clitical period after the patient has been admitted into the
hospital and has been stabilised (the time refeITed to as 'the initial definitive
management'). In such an emergency situation, it is important to assess
when it is appropriate to diagnose, and when it is appropriate to treat the
injmies. Often, a physician must initiate therapy (abbreviated 'Rx') before
completely diagnosing the extent of the injuries. Sometimes, therapeutic
actions can also help to diagnose the patient's condition. From the known
information, TraumAID proposes goals to address, such as a goal for
diagnosing a particular condition or a goal for treating an injury. From these
goals, TraumAID produces a plan (consisting of actions) that address the
3

goals as best as possible, based on costs, time, location , and other factors.

After a few years, it was recognised that the system might perform better if
the task were divided between a· goal-directed diagnosis reasoner, and a
companion planner. The diagnostic reasoner will use evidence to
characterise the patient's state, and to propose diagnostic and therapeutic
goals. The planner will consider alternative means for each goal, and will
propose a management plan. To close the loop, actions taken by the
3

some actions can only take place in certain areas, such as in the Operating Room.
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physician will provide new evidences there by triggering a new cycle of
diagnostic reasoning and planning. TraumAID 2.0, a new system
implementing the above ideas, was judged to outpeiform its predecessor on
a collection of real trauma cases by a ratio of 62:9, with 26 ties.
In the development version of TraumAID, the program guides the user
explicitly, or takes an active role in pursuing the diagnosis and treatment.
For example, when the user enters the clinical findings (history, physical
examination, and laboratory tests commonly employed in initial evaluation)
and lets the program guide, the program may solicit more information or
may decide it has enough information to act, in which case it suggests an
action (the topmost from the plan). In general, bedside questions are asked
first, and then the steps of the plan are executed. The program adapts its
plans as new inf01mation is available. Initially, it suggest a plan that
addresses all the cmTently known goals. As actions are implemented, more
information becomes available which might change the plan.
TraumAID decides whether it is more worthwhile at any instant to pursue
information gathering or pe1form treatment. The TraumAID installed in the
Emergency Room takes a passive role. This means that it does not ask
question or make suggestion to the doctor but it accepts the actions taken by
the doctor, and displays the proposed plan of action.
Hudson et al [Hud94] proposed a hybrid system to make a rapid
decision regarding whether the patient should be hospitalised, and if so, if
he or she should be assigned to a coronary care unit. The system comprises
of two components: a knowledge-base and a neural network. The neural
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network is embedded in the rule-base model and is triggered by the
invocations of certain rules. It is also used to obtain weighting factors and
thresholds for many of the rules in the knowledge-base program. The
consultation is pe1f01med by invoking both the rule-base and the neural
network model where appropriate. The user can obtain an explanation of
the reasoning procedure.

The main features of the proposed system is its ability to combine relevant
information which come from a number of sources such as description of
symptoms, and observable symptoms, patient's history, ECG results, X-ray
results, and blood analysis, into one model capable of producing a rapid and
accurate decision.
Iliad is an expert diagnostic system which has been developed over
the last 7 years at the University of Utah. The system can be used as a
personal consultant. It can suggest relevant diagnosis. The basic module in
the system knowledge base is a frame or table that relates a disease to its
manifestation (symptoms, signs, or laboratory results). These frames are of
two types.

The first type is the Bayesian frame, which desciibes a disease in terms of
the frequency of each finding i!l patients with disease and in patients
without the disease. The first frequency is called the finding sensitivity or
true-positive rate. The other statistic is the frequency of that finding in
people who do not have the disease. A third statistic required by Iliad is the
local knowledge of how frequently patients with each disease are
encountered in the clinical setting in which it has been used. Once the
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system is told the status (presence or absence) of any findings in a
particular patient, it will calculate the likelihood that the patient has each of
the 750 disease in its knowledge base and display them in order of
decreasing probability.
The second type of frame used by Iliad is a boolean or rule-base frame.
This type is used to describe clusters of findings that an expert uses to
anive at diagnosis. Usually these clusters are intermediate decisions defined
as IF-THEN rules. Clusters provide a means of representing the larger
chunks of knowledge of information used by experts in making decisions
and also provide a mechanism for using information about disease findings
which are not independent of one another. Iliad has three modes of
operation: consulting mode, critiquing mode, and simulation mode[Bou93].
Iliad serves as an expert interactive consultant by providing a differential
diagnosis for 908 diseases based on over 10,000 disease manifestations. Its
new version includes a new treatment knowledge-base of over 900
treatment protocols linked to the coITesponding Iliad diagnosis. It also
serves as a knowledge-base patient case simulator to teach and test medical
problem solving. It includes the domain of cardiology, Dermatology,
Gastrointestinal(GI), Haematology, Infectious Disease, Metabolic and
Endocrine,
Orthopaedics,

Neurology,
Paediatrics,

Obstetrics
Peripheral

and

gynaecology

vascular

(OB/GYN),

disease,

Psychiatry,

Pulmonary, Renal, Rheumatology, Sleep Disorders and Urology.
Reflecting the experience of specialists and statistics from a large hospital
data base, it gives immediate access to diagnostic inf01mation. It uses
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Bayes logic in formulating a differential diagnosis and allows the
representation of more than one disease.
DXplain is a diagnostic decision support system which uses a set of
clinical findings (signs, symptoms, laboratory data) to produce a ranked list
of diagnoses which might explain (or be associated with) the clinical
manifestations. DXplain was developed by the Laboratory of Computer
Science (at the Massachusetts General Hospital) over ten years ago. It
provides justification for considering a disease, suggests what further
clinical inf01mation would be useful to be collected for each disease, and
also lists what clinical manifestations, if any, would be unusual or typical
for each of the specific diseases. DXplain does not offer definitive medical
consultation and should not be used as a substitute for physician diagnostic
decision making.
DXplain takes advantage of a large data base of the crude probabilities of
over 5000 clinical manifestations associated with over 2000 different
diseases. The system uses an interactive format to collect clinical
inf01mation and makes use of a modified form of Bayesian logic to derive
clinical interpretations.
DXplain has the characteristics of ~oth an electronic medical textbook and a
medical reference system. As a medical textbook, DXplain can provide a
comprehensive description of over 2,000 different diseases, emphasising
the signs and symptoms that occur in each disease, the aetiology, the
pathology, and the prognosis. DXplain also provides up to 10 references for
each disease, selected to emphasise clinical reviews where these were
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available. In addition, DXplain can provide a list of diseases which should
be considered for any one of over 5,000 different clinical manifestations
(signs, symptoms, and laboratory examinations).
The developer of the system emphasise that DXplain does not offer
definitive medical consultation and should not be used as a substitute for
physician diagnostic decision making. DXplain is intended for use as a
medical education and reference system and should not be used to make a
medical diagnosis or to replace the judgment of a physician.
INTERNIST-I was designed between 1972 and 1973 to provide
computer assisted diagnosis in general internal medicine by attempting to
model the reasoning of clinician. It was the result of about 10 years of
collaborative work at the Decision System Laboratory of the school of
Medicine at the university of Pittsburgh. The knowledge base of this system
consists of disease profiles, properties, and links. It is encoded as an
hierarchy of disease categories with associated information. A node of the
hierarchy represents a disease category and its descendants are more
specific forms of the parent category which can share a common
pathogenetic mechanism. The terminal nodes of the hierarchy represent the
individual diseases. A disease in the knowledge base can have two
categories. Associated with each disease, represented by a terminal node, is
a list of manifestations. Manifestations are the historical items, symptoms,
physical signs, results of laboratory tests, demographic data, and
predisposing factors. INTERNIST-I uses a specialised vocabulary for the
4000 or so manifestations which are represented in the knowledge base .
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The system can focus quickly on an appropriate differential diagnosis, and
shift to a new diagnosis. It can diagnose many diseases and concurrent
diseases[Mil82]. The deficiencies of the program can be outlined as the
failure to incorporate temporal reasoning abilities, the inability to take a
broad overview in attacking a complex problem, the improper attribution of
findings to the concluded diagnoses, problems with the scoring algorithm,
and the lack of explanation of the reasoning. An explanation of reasoning is
not given by the system except by the list of the hypotheses considered and
the manifestations list. It is not possible for the user to engage in any kind
of dialogue with the system. For these reasons, few clinicians can trust the
conclusion of this system, even if they seem coITect. The program is
occasionally used at the department of Medicine of the University of
Pittsburgh where it was developed[Mil84].
INTERNIST-I has been adapted to provide a system to extend the
clinician's memory, and to increase the information resources. It is also
used in medical education. Its successor system is called INTERNIST1/QUICK MEDICAL REFRENCE or QMR. It consists of three
applications:

an electronic text book of medicine,

spreadsheet", and

an expert consultant program.

a "diagnostic

QMR uses

the

INTERNIST-I knowledge base as a text book and retrieves disease profiles
from it , and also provides a differential diagnosis to account for a given
finding.
As an expert diagnostic consultant, QMR can associate an apparently
unrelated finding to a disease in an organ system, and produce differential
diagnosis. The user can select different kinds of differential diagnoses
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depending on the difficulty of the case. The user can also select a
"critiquing" function after the manifestations have been entered. The QMR
will describe which one of the entered manifestations support, a diagnosis
and whether user's hypothesis is coITect. However, the system has difficulty
in differentiating natural disease manifestations from drug toxicity
syndromes.
It has been argued that QMR is apparently not ready to assume the role of

an expert diagnostic consultant, as it does not recognise dependent findings
(the signs and symptoms and other laboratory data related to disease) and
does not describe the impact of certain tests[Sum92]. QMR's knowledge
base is structured in the same way as INTERNIST-I's and this structure has
remained largely unchanged since 1976. QMR has also been enhanced to
work with other educational medical software.
It consequently seems that the most successful use of QMR, and the legacy
of INTERNIST-I, in the future will be as an electronic text book of
medicine[Wol95]. At this level it is possible to scan the disease profiles (
history, symptoms, signs and labs) of over 600 internal medicine disorders.
The system provides the diagnoses (or differential diagnoses) with
predictive indicators of likelihood that the patient has a particular disease.
In addition to rule in /rule-out diagnoses, this system can be used for
training
Meditel Adult System of Computer-Assisted Diagnosis [Wax88] is a
direct descendant of the Meditel Paediatric System developed in the late
1960s. The Adult system data base has been developed by a group of
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contributors since 1974. The knowledge base of the system covers the full
range of systemic disorders (1500 diagnosis), including all major organ
systems and disease categories but not encompassing localised conditions
such as most of the disorders in orthopaedics, opthalmology dermatology,
and so on.
Based on the successful performance of the Meditel Paediatric system, the
findings (history, physical examination, and laboratory tests commonly
employed in initial evaluation) in the adult system were limited to 385
coded manifestations. Each finding is assigned a 3-digit number for entry.
A finding is omitted if it is both non-specific and of minor importance in
differential diagnosis. For example, "malaise" is not included. In contrast,
"fever" which has little specificity but considerable importance, is used.
This aim is reflected in the nature of the findings required by the system. A
diagnosis is made when a statistical c01respondence exists between the
findings of the patient and the profiles of the 1160 disorders in the adult
system.
The user of the system enters the patient's age, sex, clinical manifestation
and diagnostic test results, selected from a "menu" of 650 items. Then, the
computer program generates a list of diagnoses that might account for one
or a combination of the entered- findings. The Meditel list is used to
enhance, not replace, the diagnostic skills of the physician. This computergenerated list helps the physician to reach the conect diagnosis or to assist
him in mriving at the diagnosis more quickly than if the physician
proceeded without such prompting.
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The system does not accept entries of the duration of symptoms and
epidemiologic information (history of smoking or drug abuse, geographical
location of the patients, occupational history, etc). These facts are identified
and used by the clinician during the diagnostic process. For example, the
computer generated-list prompts consideration of lung cancer in a patient
with weight loss, haemoptysis, anaemia, and hypocalcaemia. The physician
would know how to weigh that diagnostic possibility for the patient's
smoking history (or whether the smoking history was reliable).

2.4.4 Comparison of Four Computer-based Diagnostic
Systems {Iliad, Meditel, Dxplain, QMR)

Although all the four systems considered in the previous section including
Iliad, Meditel, Dxplain, QMR incorporate expert judgment, they differ in
the data used to determine their probability estimates, the extent to which
diseases and related clinical data are addressed in their know ledge base, the
particular vocabulary they require to describe the clinical data, and the
algorithms they use to combine and analyse the data.
Iliad and Meditel use Bayesian logic, but they differ in the assignment of
prior probabilities, in specific decision rules, and in the use of expert
judgment.
Dxplain and QMR use non-Bayesian algorithms, but they incorporate
semiquantitive scales to express the probabilistic association of findings
(sign and symptoms) with particular diagnoses, and they use these scales to
derive a weighted assessment of the patient's combined signs and
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symptoms. After the data is entered, each program produces a list of
diagnostic possibilities, ranked in the order of likelihood.

The perlormance of these systems was investigated by Berner et al [Ber94].
This study has revealed that when all the cases were considered, scores for
correct diagnosis ranged from 0.52 to 0.71 among the four computer
programs. The mean scores for Dxplain and Meditel were significantly
higher than the score for QMR. Also the study has shown that there was a
significant interaction between the program and the cutoff point used, QMR
had the highest score for conect diagnosis when the top 10 diagnosis were
studied but the lowest score when the entire list was used.

The result has shown that no single computer program scored better than
the others on all the peiformance measures. Each program suggested an
average of approximately two additional diagnoses per case that the experts
found relevant but had not originally considered.

2.5 Fuzzy Logic Based Expert Systems

Although traditional expert systems are knowledge based, a number of
approaches to medical decision support system development have evolved,
using neural networks, statistically-based systems, and hybrid systems,
which combines two or more of these methodologies in the same system.
The major drawback of these systems is that they do not model the
fuzziness inherent in human thinking. Fuzzy logic is specially suited to
medical applications, since much of the information required for medical
decision making is uncertain[Hud94].
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Many authors have considered using combination of different techniques in
developing computer-based medical decision support systems.
A hybrid intelligence system for diagnosing coronary stenosis was
developed by Cios[Cio94]. In this study fuzzy set theory was employed to
classify scintigraphic patterns as belonging to one of four classes: normal,
narrowing of the left anterior descending, naITowing of the right coronary
artery, and narrowing of the circumflex artery. In this work a set of crisp
decision rules generated by a machine learning algorithm was converted
into fuzzy rules. Those fuzzy rules utilised the previously specified 30
fuzzy sets. Using generalised fuzzy operators, these fuzzy sets were derived
to present major coronary artery stenosis. This study has shown the
possibility of aggregation of two techniques for decision making in the
medical field. One, machine learning, generates crisp decision rules from
training data. In the other , fuzzy generalised operations are used to convert
the crisp decision rules into fuzzy ones. The authors claimed that compared
to the pervious systems for diagnosing coronary stenosis, the combined
method resulted in a more flexible system. Because the system was able to
make more accurate decisions to recognise data.

A computer based model using artificial neural nets and fuzzy logic
based on neuropathological findings in Alzheimer's patients was developed
by Discenza [Dis93]. This system was an initial effort for the early
diagnosis of the Alzheimer's disease by using artificial neural net and fuzzy
logic. In this study the ability of the computer model to coITectly recognise
images during a progressive alteration of the neural nets was investigated.
The neural net model is altered in

the way suggested by the
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neuropathological findings in brain autopsies of senile dementia of the
Alzheimer type (SDAT) patients. It was believed that the proposed
approach approximates human' s fuzzy features for storage and , recall to
recognise familiar images. In the development process of this system, fuzzy
operator was used to obtain rough relative dimensions. Fuzzy logic shell
Cubicalc from Hyperlogic was used to pe1form the fuzzy processing for all
the feature vectors. The feature data recorded represents the precise
measurements, which are the function of the image size, light intensity and
shadows, and distance to the camera among other variables. The
normalisation was accomplished by applying a fuzzy operator to each
feature vector. The normalised image features plus a set of eight Boolean
variables representing the associated image number were used as the
training set for the neural net. The main features of this work was
combining image processing and fuzzy logic techniques to extract the
distinguishing features from an image. Neural network was employed to
perlorm training using the extracted features.
Another application of fuzzy logic in the biomedical environment is
reported by Stegmaier [Ste94]. In that study fuzzy logic was used for signal
interpretation in the biomedical environment of artificial ventilation. The
proposed approach has been able to distinguish between data with and
.

without coughing. This discrimination is

important for consistent

monitoring of patient characteristics in the clinical environment. In that
study fuzzy logic is used to monitor the lung function of a patient on a
ventilator in the intensive care unit (ICU). The system consists of a
preprocessing unit and a decision unit making use of fuzzy logic. The
inference engine uses 9 IF-THEN rules and defuzzified output included of
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three values as "no cough", "not defined" and "cough". The result has
shown that out of total 288 cases, only 10 were not coITectly identified and
the success rate of the fuzzy cough detection system was more than 90%.
Fuzzy logic showed a very good pe1formance and led to a computationally
efficient as well as providing an easily understandable solution.

Many methods have been applied to solve the uncertainty and
imprecision in building medical decision support systems. A method which
employs both the hybrid model of information and fuzzy logic is introduced
by Adibi [Adi93]. In that study, information theory is used in knowledge
base acquisition, and fuzzy logic plays reasoning role. In this approach two
parameters of the degree of similarity to case (patient) and the degree of
strength were chosen as main diagnostic factors. For both, the degree of
strength and the degree of similarity, and membership functions were
defined. This method which has been applied to oral disease is similar to
the methods used by physicians. Each symptom or other information such
as laboratory data lead a physician to a group of diseases. The decision
making algorithms may change as the disease domain, kind of disease and
the local conditions vary.
In the work conducted by Naghdy [Nag95], the feasibility of using
fuzzy logic technology to interpret pathology data obtained from lipid
profile test is studied. This system uses fuzzy set theory and fuzzy
inferencing techniques in evaluating the input data. The system takes five
different lipids level as inputs and yields expert advice on a patient. The
knowledge base of the system consist of 38 IF-THEN rules.
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2.6 Contribution of This Work
Providing expert advice to the treating practitioner based on patient's data
and test results is an essential aspect of the work of pathology. The urine
test is normally performed as macroscopic and microscopic tests. The focus
of this work has been on microscopic urine test data, which is normally
quantitative. The pattern observed by the expert in the test results combined
with the clinical history of the patient is used to provide advice to the
treating practitioner. The diagnosis system will provide support for the
expert to make a decision. In this work, a Knowledge Base (KB) Decision
Support System (DSS) is developed to achieve this purpose. The Decision
Support System employs a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) as its intelligent
unit. The FLC operates based on a knowledge base which is a collection of
rules acquired from the experience and observations of the expert. The
method employed in the micro urine decision support system is based on
fuzzy logic, because the nature of the test results are imprecise. Fuzzy logic
is used directly to deal with uncertainty and making inference from input
data.

2.7 Summary
The concept of expert systems, medical expert systems and medical
decision support systems were studied in this chapter. The examples of
different methodologies used in building decision support systems
particularly in medicine were reviewed. There are many methods available
to build medical decision support systems, each with its merits and
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limitations. A method best suited to one case may be inappropriate for
another system. Fuzzy logic has shown better performance in the field of
medicine, due to its ability to handle imprecise data.

CHAPTER3

OVERVIEW
OF URINE FORMATION
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter a brief study of urine formation and its constituents is
presented. The characteristics of urine elements and their significance in
Microscopic test is introduced. The reference values used in the diagnosis
of urinary tract infection are also described.

3.2 Urine Formation and Analysis
Since urine is derived through filtration of blood, many of the substances
carried in the blood are also present in the mine. The nature and amount of
substances present in the urine reflect the physiological processes taking
place in the body indicating health and disease states. The comparative ease
of obtaining mine samples ensures its continued use as a diagnosis
aid[S tr94].
Urine is an ultra-filtrate of plasma through which the substances essential to
the body are reabsorbed and the ones not needed are excreted. Normally. 25
percent of the cardiac output pe1fuses the kidneys each minute. This results
in the production of 180 L of glomenllar filtrate per day. 90 percent of
which is reabsorbed. In addition to water, substances reabsorbed include
glucose, amino acids and electrolytes. Substances excreted from the body
include urea, uric acid, creatinine, and ammonia. The major electrolytes lost
are chloride, sodium, and potassium. Other substances found in urine
include pigments, enzymes, hormones and their metabolites, vitamins,
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minerals, and drugs. Red blood cells, white blood cells, epithelial cells,
crystals, mucus, and bacteria also may be found in urine[Wat89].

3.3 Routine Urinalysis (RU)
The routine urinalysis has two major components:
•

Macroscopic Analysis

•

Microscopic Analysis

The Macroscopic Analysis of unne includes appearance and colour a
dipstick is used for testing bilirubin, glucose, haemoglobin, ketones, pH and
protein.
The Microscopic component of routine urinalysis involves examining the
sample for formed elements, which are sometimes called "urinary
sediments", such as red blood cells and white blood cells, epithelial cells,
casts, crystals, bacteria, and mucus. Microscopic analysis is performed by
centrifuging approximately 10 to 15 mL of urine for about 5 minutes. The
resulting sediment is then examined under the microscope. Microscopic
analysis is the most time-consuming component of the routine analysis. It
involves both identifying and quantifying the elements present in the
urine[Str94].
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3.3.1 Red Blood Cell (RBC)

Red blood cells are too large to pass through the glomerulus; thus, the
finding of red blood cells in the urine (haematuria) is considered abnormal.
If red blood cells are present, damage to the glomerular membrane or to the

genitourinary tract is indicated. For this test, the number of red blood cells
is counted. The result may indicate the nature and severity of the disorder
causing the haematuria.
Renal and genitourinary disorders associated with the presence of red blood
cells in the urine include glomerulonephritis, lupus nephritis, nephritis
associated with drug reactions, tumours of the kidney, kidney stones,
infections, trauma to the kidney, renal vein thrombosis, hydronephrosis,
polycystic kidney disease, acute tubular necrosis (occasionally) and
malignant nephrosclerosis [Str94].
Red blood cells also may be seen with some non-renal disorders such as
acute appendicitis, salpingitis, diverticulitis, tumours involving the colon,
rectum and pelvis, acute systemic fever and infectious disease, polyarteritis
nodosa, malignant hypertension and blood dyscrasias. Drugs that may lead
to haematuria include salicylates, anticoagulants, sulphonamides, and
cyclophosphamide. Strenuous exercise also may cause red blood cells to
appear in the urine owing to damage to the mucosa of the bladder.
Contamination of the sample with menstrual blood may lead to falsepositive results[sch91].
Injury of the blood vessels of the kidney or urinary tract releases red cells
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into the urine. Haematuria is the presence of an increased number of RBCs
in the urine. If a large amount of blood is present, the plasma protein will
give a positive test. As always, the coITelation should be made between
chemical tests and the results of the Microscopic examination. Causes of
haematuria in blood and related disorders are shown in Table 3.1 [Bru 94].
Table 3.1: Causes Of haematuria and related disorders

Causes of
Haematuria
Renal and urinary tract
disease
External disease
Trauma
Strenuous exercise
Drugs

Example of Disorder
glomerulonephritis, pyelonephritis,
cystitis, calculi and tumours
malignant hypertension,malaria,accute
febrile episodes, a_Qpendicitis, tumors
marathon running
anticoagulants,
solicilate

cyclophosphamide,

3.3.2 White Blood Cell (WBC)

Normally, only a few white blood cells are found in unne. Increased
numbers of leukocytes in the urine generally indicate either renal or
genitourinary tract disease. As with red blood cells, white blood cells may
enter the urine either through . the glomerulus or through damaged
genitominary tissues. In addition, white blood cells may migrate through
undamaged tissues to sites of infection or inflammation. Excessive white
blood cells in the urine is called pyuria[Sch9 l].
The most frequent cause of pyuria is bacterial infection anywhere in the
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renal/genitourinary system (eg. pyelonephritis, cystitis). Non-infectious
inflammatory disorders, however, also may lead to pyuria. Such disorders
include glomerulonephritis and lupus nephritis. In addition, tumours and
renal calculi may cause pyuria because of the resultant inflammatory
response.

A higher than normal number of leukocytes may be seen if the sample is
contaminated with genital secretions. This is especially true in women.
White blood cells disintegrated in dilute, alkaline urine and in samples that
are allowed to stand at room temperature for more than 1 to 2 hours.

3.3.3

Epithelial Cell (EPC)

Epithelial cells found in urine sample derive from three major sources:
(a)

The lining of the male and female lower urethras and the vagma
(squamous epithelial cells),

(b)

The lining of the renal pelvis, bladder and upper urethra (transitional
epithelial cells), and

(c)

The renal tubules themselves. Because it is normal for old epithelial
cells to slough from their respective areas, finding a few epithelial
cells in a urine sample is not necessarily abnormal. Large numbers of
cell, especially those of renal tubular origin, is considered pathologic.

When large number of renal tubular cells are shed, tubular necrosis is
indicated. In addition to Acute Tubular Necrosis (ATN), excessive number
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of tubular epithelial cells may be seen in renal transplant rejection, any
ischaemic injury to the kidney, glomerulonephritis, pyelonephritis, and
damage to the kidney by drugs and toxins.[Sch91].

3.3.4 Other Substances

A number of other substances may be found in Microscopic urinalysis such
as bacteria, yeast, mucus, spermatozoa and parasites. Bacteria are not
normally present but may be seen if urinary tract infection is present or if
the sample was contaminated externally. Bacteria in the urine are generally
not of major significance unless accompanied by excessive numbers of
white blood cells, which may indicate an infectious or inflammatory
process[Ibid pp.98].

3.4 Microscopic Examination of the Urine
The examination of the urine by microscopy and culture which is concerned
in this work, is an important part of the routine urinalysis. It is a valuable
diagnostic tool for the detection and evaluation of renal and minary tract
disorders as well as other systemic illnesses. Identifying and enumerating
the components found in urine sediment provide a means of monitoring
disease progression or resolution.
Table 3.2[Bru94] provides a reference range to determine at what point the
amount of each element present in the urine indicates a pathologic process.
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Table 3.2: A Reference Range for Microscopic Examination

Components
Red Blood Cells
White Blood Cells
Epithelial Cells
Bacteria (Culture)

Ma~nification

Number

0-3
0-8
Few
Negative

1

Per high-power field
Per high-power field
Per high-power field
Per high-power field

3.4.1 Significance of the Test

White Blood Cell. The presence of white blood cells in unne is a

con-oborating feature of urinary tract infection. If pyuria is present in
association with a low bacterial count, it is a better predictor of urinary tract
infection than the presence of low count bacteuria alone. The level of
pyuria coITelating with urinary tract infection has not well been studied
except in female patients. Probably the finding of greater than 8 white
cells/µL of urine indicates the possibility of urinary tract infection in most
patients [Mun91].
Red Blood Cell. Excessive number of red blood cell (haematmia) is usually

associated with disease or damage to the genitourinary tract. When
haematuria is accompanied by significant proteinuria, kidney disease is
generally indicated such as acute glomerulonephritis. In contrast,
haematuria with only a small amount of protein is associated with
inflammation and bleeding of the lower urinary tract such as cystitis. Other
disorders commonly associated with haematuria include pyelonephritis,
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tumours of the genitourinary tract, kidney stones, lupus erythramatosis, and
trauma to the genitourinary tract. Normal causes of haematuria include
bleeding disorders and anticoagulant therapy. Haematuria also may occur in
healthy individuals after excessive strenuous exercise owing to damage to
the mucosa of the urinary bladder.

Epithelial Cell. Since the epithelial cells in the urine may originate from

any site in the genitourinary tract from the proximal convoluted tubule to
the urethra, or from the vagina, a marked increase may indicate
inflammation of that portion of the urinary tract from which the cells are
derived. In women, large numbers of squamous epithelial cells in the urine
sediment

often

represent

vaginal

or

perinea!

contamination.

In

uncircumcised men, their presence also suggest specimen contamination.
Squamous epithelial cells in urine specimens rarely have diagnostic
significance and usually indicate specimen contamination [Bru 94].

Culture. The diagnosis of minary tract infection is made by demonstrating a

significant bacterial colony count on culture of a carefully collected urine
specimen. In recent years it has become apparent that lower bacterial counts
may be associated with infection in symptomatic young women [Sta80].
Additionally low count bactriuria has been associated with infection in
females of all ages, in adult

mal~s,

and in patients with urinary catheters.

Less data are available in children as to whether low bacterial counts in
midstream urine specimens indicate urinary tract infection[Mun91] .

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 represent the reference levels for the diagnosis of urinary
tract infection [Mun9 l] and typical Microscopic examination finding in
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selected urinary tract infections and tubulointerstitial (upper urinary tract
infections) disease[Bru94] .

Table 3-3: Reference Levels for the Diagnosis of Urinary Tract Infection

Female
Male
Child
Indwelling
catheter

Microscopy
> 8xl0 WBC /L
Probably> 8x 106 WBC IL
> 10 x 106 WBC I L
Pyuria is not always indicative of
infection
6

Colony count
> 10 .bacteria/L
> 106 bacteria/L
> 108 bacteria/L
Colonisation universal high counts not indicative
of infection
5

Table 3-4: Typical Microscopic Examination Finding in Selected Urinary
Tract Infections

Disease

Microscopic Examination

Cystitis

jWBCs, j RBCs jBacteria jTransitional EPCs

Acute Pyeloneph1itis

IWBCs, IRBCs jBacteria !Renal EPCs

Chronic Pyelonephritis

j WBCs, j Casts

Acute interstitial nephritis

IWBCs, IRBCs jCasts !Renal EPCs

3.5 Summary
In this chapter the characteristics of several components in unne, the
significance of Microscopic urine test and its interpretation were discussed.
In the next chapter the implementation of fuzzy-logic based system to
. provide expert quality assistance will be covered.

CHAPTER4

APPLICATION OF FLDSS
TO
MICROURINE TEST
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the structure of the Fuzzy Logic Decision Support System
(FLDSS) developed in this work for microurine test will be introduced.
Initially the principles behind the operation of Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC)
will be covered. The structure of a FLDSS and the parameters considered in
its design will be then described. An overview of the design process
developed in this work will be finally presented.

4.2 Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC)
In 1965, Lotfi Zadeh [Zad65] introduced a new concept called 'fuzzy sets'.
It has been developed as an extension to crisp sets. In a crisp set an object is

either a member or non-member of a set. In fuzzy set partial membership is
possible. Mathematically, the membership to a crisp set C is described by
l if XE C
µc(x) =[ 0 if X ~ C

Whereas for a fuzzy set F the membership is defined as

The idea is to allow every member in a universe of discourse U, has a
degree of membership in F equals to any value between 0 and 1, where F is
a fuzzy set inside U. Membership degrees of 1 and 0 represent full
membership and non-membership respectively. Corresponding to the
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ordinary set operations of union, intersection, and complement, fuzzy set
have similar operations, which were initially defined by Zadeh[Zad65].

4.2.1 Fuzzy Membership Function

In fuzzy sets, membership is usually defined in terms of a membership
function. The transition from "belonging to a set" to "not belonging to a
set" is gradual and this smooth transition is characterised by membership
functions that gives fuzzy sets flexibility in modeling "hot" or "the
temperature is high". The defined membership functions are sometimes
called 'linguistic labels' because they always describe the subjectively
defined terms such as 'high', 'hot', 'young', 'slow' etc. As an example the
membership function illustrated in Figure 4.1 indicates the following
membership definition:
1

µ(x) =

if

x+2
2

x =0
-2<x<O

if

0 otherwise

-2

()

x

Figure 4 .1: Example of fuzzy membership function
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There are different types of membership functions used m fuzzy logic
systems. The most common types are:
1.

Monotonic

ii. Triangular
iii. Trapezoidal
iv. Bell-shaped

The construction of a fuzzy set depends on two things: the identification of
a suitable universe of discourse and the specification of membership
functions. It should be noted that the specification of the membership
functions is quite subjective. It means that the membership functions
specified for the same attiibute, such as "cold", may vary when expressed
by different people.
Fuzzy logic contt·ol was first introduced by the work of Mamdani and
Assilian [Mam75]. It is developed based on fuzzy sets theory. It operates
similar to human reasoning and decision making. Since the information
required for medical decision making is often uncertain and imprecise,
conventional analytical approaches do not provide an adequate model for
approximate modes of reasoning such as those encountered in medical
decision making. Most modes of·the human reasoning and common-sense
reasoning fall into this category.
Fuzzy logic control provides an effective way of dealing with the problem
of knowledge representation in this environment of uncertainty and
imprecision [Hud94]. It attempts to capture intuition and experience in the
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form of IF-THEN rules, and to automatically draw conclusion from them
and from facts at hand [Sch94]. The structure of a fuzzy logic controller is
shown in the block diagram of Figure 4.2.

I Rule Base I Data base I
L

Fuzzv reasoning
mechanism

Fuzzification
unit

.

~

Defuzzification
unit
I

1 ,

input variables

output variables

Figure 4.2: Basic Structure of Fuzzy Controller

4.2.2 Fuzzy Rules

A fuzzy if-then rule (fuzzy rule, fuzzy implication or fuzzy conditional
statement) assumes the form
IF x is A THEN y is B
Where A and B are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets on universe of
discourse X and Y, respectively. Often "x is A" is called the antecedent or
premise while "y is B" is called consequence or conclusion. Examples of
fuzzy if-then rules are used in our daily linguistic expressions, such as the
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following:
•

If the road is slippery then driving is dangerous.

•

If a tomato is red then it is ripe

The expression "IF x is A THEN y is B" describes a relationship between
two variables x and y. This suggests that a fuzzy if-then rule is defined as a
binary fuzzy relationship R on the product space X x Y. This binary fuzzy
relationship R can be viewed as a fuzzy set with universe X x Y, and this
fuzzy set is characterised by a two-dimensional membership function.
The rule-base of a decision support system can be developed in different
ways. Three methods, however, have proved quite attractive. They are
•

Obtaining rules based on the know ledge of an expert.

•

Creating rules based on the input/output data obtained from the
real plant.

•

The combination of the above two methods.

The first approach is the most common method used for building a rulebase in a FLC. All the rules are advised by the experts directly. As an
example the FLC developed by Sun [Sun94] has two input variables. One
defined with seven membership functions and the other defined with five
membership functions. This requires a total of 35 rules and all the rules are
obtained based on the expert's knowledge.
In the second approach the rules can be extracted from the input/output data
obtained from the real plant.

This method is normally used when the

expert's knowledge is not explicitly reflected by the rules. The approach
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has particularly proved successful in neuro-fuzzy and genetic-fuzzy control
algorithms. In the work conducted by Abe [Abe93], the fuzzy rules were
extracted from numerical data for a pattern classifier. It was found that the
recognition rate is 20 times faster then the similar one using neural network
algorithms.

4.2.3 Fuzzy Infere nee System (Fuzzy Model)

The fuzzy inference system is a popular computing framework based on the
concept of fuzzy set theory, fuzzy if-then rules, and fuzzy reasoning. It has
been successfully applied in the fields such as automatic control, data
classification, decision analysis, expert systems, and computer vision.
Because of its multi-disciplinary nature, the fuzzy inference system is
known by a number of names, such as fuzzy-rule-based system, fuzzy expert
system, fuzzy model, fuzzy associative memory, fuzzy logic controller, and

simply fuzzy system.
The basic structure of a fuzzy inference system consists of three conceptual
components: a rule base, which contains a selection of fuzzy rules, a
database or dictionary, which defines the membership functions used in the

fuzzy rules, and a reasoning mechanism, which performs the inference
procedure (usually the fuzzy reasoning) on the rules and a given condition
to derive a reasonable output or conclusion.
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:

Rule 1
y is B 1

Rule2

y is B2
x

y

•
•
•

Ruler
y is A,

•
•
•

•
•
y is B,

Figure 4.3: Block Diagram for a Fuzzy Inference System

It is important to note that the basic fuzzy inference can take either fuzzy
inputs or crisp inputs. Crisp inputs can be viewed a fuzzy singleton that has
zero membership grade everywhere except at certain points where the
membership grade is unity. The output produced by a fuzzy controller is
always a fuzzy set.
Often it is necessary to have a crisp output, especially in a situation where a
fuzzy inference system is used as a controller. Therefore there is a need for
a defuzzification strategy to extract a crisp value that best summarise a
fuzzy set. A fuzzy inference system with a crisp output is shown in Figure
4.3 where the dashed line indicates a basic fuzzy inference system with
fuzzy output and the defuzzification block serves the purpose of
transforming a fuzzy output into a crisp one.
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With crisp inputs and outputs, a fuzzy inference system implements a nonlinear mapping from its input space to output space. This mapping is
accomplished by a number of fuzzy if-then rules, each of which describes
the local behaviour of the mapping. In particular, the antecedent of each
rule defines a fuzzy region of the input space, and the consequence
specifies the corresponding outputs.
In the following sections, three types of fuzzy inference methods widely
employed in various applications are reviewed. The difference between
these inference systems lie in the consequent of their fuzzy rules, and thus
their aggregation and defuzzification procedures differ accordingly.

4.2.3.1 Mamdani Fuzzy Model

The Mamdani Fuzzy model[Mam75] was proposed as the very first attempt
to control a steam engine and boiler combination by a set of linguistic
control rules obtained from experienced human operators. Figure 4.4 is an
illustration of how a two-rule fuzzy inference system of the Mamdani type
using min and max for fuzzy AND and OR operator derives the overall
output z when subjected to two crisp inputs x and y.

Defuzzification is needed to translate the fuzzy output of a fuzzy controller
to a numerical representation. It refers to the way a crisp value is extracted
from a fuzzy set as a representative value.
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Figure 4.4: The Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System Using min and max
for Fuzzy AND and OR Operator Respectively
The most frequently used defuzzification strategy is the Centroid Of Area
(COA), which is defined as

where µc.(z) is the aggregated output membership function. There are other
defuzzification strategies used for specific applications. They include
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bisector of area, mean of maximum [Ste94], largest of maximum, and
smallest of maximum, and so on [Zim91]. Figure 4.5 demonstrates these
defuzzification strategies using the fuzzy process shown in Figure 4.4.
Generally these defuzzification methods are computationally intensive and
there is no rigorous way to analyse them except through experimental
studies.

µ

µ'

.................. ·- ---r---.--.----..

z
smallest of max _ __,
largest of max

centroid of area
bisector of area
mean of max

Figure 4.5: Various Defuzzification Schemes for Obtaining a Crisp Output

In practice, however, a fuzzy inference system may have ce1tain reasoning
mechanism that do not follow the strict definition of the compositional rule
of inference. For instance, one might use either min or product for
computing firing strengths and /or qualified rule outputs. Another variation
is to use pointwise summation (sum.) instead of max in the standard fuzzy
reasoning, though sum is not really a fuzzy OR operators.

An advantage of sum-product composition [Kos91] is that the final crisp
output via centroid defuzzification is equal to the weighted average of crisp
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output of each rule, where the weighting factor for a rule is equal to its
firing strength multiplied by the area of the rule's output membership
function, and the crisp output of a rule is equal to the centroid defuzzified
value of its output membership function. This reduces the computation
burden if we can obtain the area and the centroid of each output
membership function in advance.

4.2.3.2 Sugeno Fuzzy Model

The Sugeno fuzzy model was proposed by Takagi, Sugeno, and Kang
[Tak85], in an effort to develop a systematic approach to generating fuzzy
rules from a given input-output data set. A typical fuzzy rule in a Sugeno
fuzzy model has the form
(f x is A and y is B then z = .f(x , y )

where A and B are fuzzy sets in the antecedent, and z =f (x , y) is a crisp
function in the consequent. Usually f (x , y) is a polynomial in the input
variables x and y, but it can be any function as long as it can appropriately
describe the output of the system within the fuzzy region specified by the
antecedent of the rule. When f (x , y) is a first order polynomial, the
resulting fuzzy inference system is called a.first-order Sugeno fu.zzy model.
When f is a constant, then we have zero-order Sugeno fuzzy model, which
can be viewed either as special case of the Mamdani fuzzy inference
system, in which each rule's consequent is specified by a fuzzy singleton
(or a pre-defuzzified consequent), or a special case of the Tsukamoto fuzzy
model, in which the consequent of each rule is specified by a step function
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crossing at the constant.

4.2.3.3 Tsukamoto Fuzzy Model

In the Tsukamoto fuzzy model, the consequent of each fuzzy if-then rule is
represented by a fuzzy set with a monotonical membership function. As a
result, the infeITed output of each rule is defined as a crisp value induced by
the rule's firing strength. The overall output is taken as the weighted
average of each rule's output.
Since each rule infers a cnsp output, the Tsukamoto fuzzy model
aggregates each rule's output by the method of weighted average and thus
also avoids the time-consuming process of defuzzification[Rog95].

4.3 FLDSS for Microurine Test
In order to automatically interpret the result of microurine test, a Fuzzy
Logic Decision Support System (FDSS) is designed for it. In the following
sections, different aspects of the FLDSS designed for microurine test will
be reviewed.

4.4 Design of FLDSS
The Decision Support System studied in this work is a Multi-Input-SingleOutput (MISO) FLC. Throughout the progress of the project, the domain
expert was consulted for setting up the rules and the interpretation of the
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membership functions. The preliminary rules were constructed based on the
recommended reference levels provided by the Royal College of
Pathologist of Australia [Mun91], the Nurse's Manual of laboratory and
diagnostic tests [Wat89]. These rules were later verified and modified by
the domain expert at Southern Pathology

Services,

Wollongong.

Membership functions, output con-elation 1ules and trial test results were
also developed in consultation with the Southern Pathology pathologist,
Brian Gibson and Mark Formby. Trial tests were conducted using
MATLAB™ version 4.2 on a PC station with 100 sample data supplied by
Southern Pathology Laboratories, Wollongong.
The final system was evolved after the development of the three generations
of the system. In the first generation (System A), the inputs were only
White Blood Cell, Red Blood Cell, Epithelial Cell. The-knowledge base had
only 64 rules. In order to improve the system performance, the result of
culture was added to the input parameters and consequently the number of
rules increased to 146 (system B). In the final stage of the development, the
sex of the patient was also added to the pervious inputs (system C). This
resulted in a system with five inputs and 516 rules.
All the rules and Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM) of the system are
provided in Appendix A. Table 42 represents three stages of development
of FLDSS. The pe1formance of the three systems are compared in the next
chapter.
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Table 4.1: Three stage of development of Microurine FLDSS

System

Input

Variables

System A

White Blood Cell
Red blood Cell
Epithelial cell

System B

White Blood Cell
Red blood Cell, Epithelial cell
Culture

System C

Sex, White Blood Cell
Red blood Cell, Epithelial cell
Culture

Output

Number

Variables

of rules

/, SP, PP, CH,
PH, N, /ISP,
SP/PP, SP/CH,
SP/PH, PP/PH,
CHIN
/, SP, PP, CH,
PH, N, /ISP,
SP/PP, SP/CH,
SP/PH, PP/PH,
CHIN
I, SP, PP, CH,
PH, N, /ISP,
SP/PP, SP/CH,
SP/PH, PP/PH,
CHIN

64

146

516

4.4.1 Input and Output Variables

As described in Chapter 3, there are a number of parameters reported in the
urinalysis record. They include pH, Protein, Glucose, Ketones, the number
of white blood cells, red blood cells, epithelial cells and culture result. The
pathologist, however, commonly utilises five of these parameters to make a
decision about the renal condition of a patient. They are sex of the patient
(SEX), the number of white blood cell (WBC), the number of red blood cell
(RBC), the number of epithelial cells (EPC) and the number of microorganisms or culture result (CUL).

Application of FLDSS to Microurine Test
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Accordingly the FLDSS for microurine is a system designed with 5 inputs
and one output as illustrated in Figure 4.6. Two different fuzzy inference
engines were designed for Male and Female with their own rules. The fuzzy
variables defined for the four input variables, WBC, RBC, EPC, and CUL,
include 'Low', 'Moderate', 'High', and 'Very High'. The output variable is
a set of disorders, suggestions or combination of both.

.

Sex

-

White Blood
RedB lood
Epithe lial

Culture

~

~

..

'

Fuzzy Logic
Decision Support
System

. Result
-

Figure 4-6: Schematic Diagram of FLDSS

The fuzzy variable defined for the output has twelve levels to provide a
more accurate value for the output. Hence the output variable has twelve
membership functions. The membership functions represent one kind of
disease or the possibility of two or three of them. One of these membership
functions is allocated to normal data. Normal means that test results do not
indicate any disorder in the patient.
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The range and category of input and output variables are described m
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

Table 4.2: Input Vaiiables of Microurine FLDSS and Their Characteristics

Input Variables

White Blood Cell

Range

Categories

0... 160

Low ,Moderate, High, Very High

Red Blood Cell

0.... 160

Low ,Moderate, High, Very High

Epithelial Cell

0.... 80

Low ,Moderate, High, Very High

Culture

0... . 80

Low ,Moderate, High, Very High

4.4.2 Membership Functions

As mentioned before, the membership functions are mostly defined based
on the knowledge of the expert. It is possible to tune membership functions
for a better system pe1formance. This, however, can be currently achieved
through trial and error as no objective based method is available.
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Table 4.3: Output Variable of Microurine FLDSS

Output
Variable

Range

Category

Interpretation
- Infection

0 ... 2

2... 4

I

- Suggest repeat test, Probable contamination
Sample problem,

SP

-

1

pp

- predominant pyuria with epithelial cells but
no good evidence <~l UT!.
- Lower urinary tract/ genital tract
inflanimation

6 .... 8

CH

- Cellular changes, no significant growth, no
evidence of specimen contamination.
- Lower urinary inffonunation or other disease
- Upper urinary tract disease
- Fever, drugs, other.

8... 10

PH

4 .... 6

RESULT

10.. 12

N
I/SP

- Predominant haematuria without evidence of
infection.
-Normal/ no sign(ficant abnormality.
The possibility ofl or SP

12 .. 14
14.. 16
16 18
18 .. 20
20.22
22.24

SP/PP

The possibility of SP or PP

SP/CH
SP/PH
PP/N
CHIN

The
The
The
The

possibility of SP or CH
possibility of SP or PH
possibility of PP or N
possibility of CH or N
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The parameters of the membership functions have been obtained from
Nurse's Manual of Laboratory and Diagnostic tests [Wat89], and the data
published by the Royal College of Pathologist of Australia [Mun91]. They
were reviewed and modified by the domain expert at Southern Pathology
Services, Wollongong.
A trapezoidal shape has been chosen to represent the membership functions
of the four system inputs, ie white blood cell, red blood cell Epithelial Cell
and culture. The output Result has triangular membership function. The
defined membership functions for all the variables are shown in Figures 4.7
and 4.8.
The mathematical expression of the membership functions and the fuzzy
values for the output are provided in Appendix B.

4.4.3 Knowledge Base

The knowledge base of the system is a collection of input/output rules
modeling the relationship between the parameters found in the microscopic
test processing of the urine sample and renal disorders. The knowledge-base
consists of a data-base and a rule-base. The data-base characterises the
fuzzy control rules and fuzzy data manipulation. It also includes the
membership functions. Rule-base maps fuzzy values of the inputs to the
fuzzy values of the outputs.
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Figure 4.7: Inputs membership functions for FLDSS
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Output: Rl'sult
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N
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SP/CH SP/PH

Result Memhership Funi:tion

Figure 4.8: Output Membership Functions for FLDSS

The rules are developed usmg the knowledge and expenence of the
pathologist and also information available in the literature. A typical rule
for the system is of the form similar to the one shown in Figure 4.9.

(White Blood Cell is Very High)

IF

AND

(Red Blood Cell is Low)

AND

(Epithelial Cell is Very High)

AND ( Culture is Very High )

THEN

Result is Infection

Figure 4.9: A typical Rule of the System
Where, 'white blood cell', "red blood cell", "epithelial cell" and "culture"
are the input variables and 'Result' is the output variable. The terms "Low",
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"High" and 'Very High' are fuzzy thresholds defined by the input and
output membership functions.
The rule base of FLDSS contains 516 rules (258 for Male and 258 for
Female ) with the output, Result in their conclusion. Therefore to obtain the
overall output in its fuzzy state, the usual procedure is to evaluate the
premise for each rule, truncate the fuzzy set in the conclusion of that rule at
that scalar value, and then take the union (aggregation) of the relating fuzzy
sets for all of the relevant rules. The final step is defuzzification. This
procedure is called inference process and may summarised as follows:
•

Fuzzification

•

Fuzzy operation

•

Implication

•

Aggregation, and

•

Defuzzification

4.4.3.1 Fuzzification

In the process of Fuzzification, the membership functions defined on the
input variables are applied to their actual values, to determine the degree of
truth for each rule premise. The ·process of fuzzifying the input is very
straightforward because it comes directly from the membership functions as
defined. A fuzzifier converts the numerical value of an input parameter to
fuzzy or linguistic values such as 'low', 'moderate', etc.

This process

illustrated by the following example. Consider the variable 'white blood
cell', in which four membership functions 'Low', 'Moderate', 'High' and
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j.

'Very High' are defined.
Moderate
1

0.8 . ········· ·· ··· ··· ····· ··· ··· ... ......... .. ....... ...... .... .

0.3
0

9
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35

3r

The Number of WBC

The Number of White Blood Cell= 31
µ I ( 31)=0.8
ffi()( C'fa lC'

Figure 4.10: Fuziffication of Numerical Value of White Blood Cell using
the membership function
Figure. 4.10 shows the 'Moderate' membership function defined for the
vaiiable 'white blood cell'. The membership functions will produce the
membership degree for a number of 31 White Blood Cell.

4.4.3.2 Application of Fuzzy Operator

Once the inputs have been fuzzified, all degrees of membership to which
part of the antecedent has been satisfied for each rule ai·e known [Lee90]. If
the antecedent of a given rule has_more than one part which is the usually
the case, the fuzzy operator is applied to obtain one number that represent
the result of the antecedent for that rule[Zad 90]. This number will then be
applied to the output function. The input to the fuzzy operator is two or
more membership values from fuzzified input variables. Usually min
(minimum) and prod ( product ) are used. FLDSS uses the min for the AND
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operator .This choice is made for simplicity and conformity with natural
Boolean logic.

The following example illustrates the operation of fuzzy controller. Let's
consider the following rules as an example:
Rule 1:

IF (wbc is moderate) AND (rbc is High)
THEN( result is Infection)

Rule 2:

IF (wbc is low) AND (rbc is moderate )
THEN( result is Normal)

Inputs to the controller x 1 and x2 are the number of white blood cell and red
blood cell found in microscopic test . Let's x 1 =20 and x2 =13. Based on
rules 1 and 2
Min [ µmodcraic(X 1), µhigb(x)] =Min (0.52, 0.8)= 0.52
' Min [ ~ow(x), µmodcralc(X 2)] =Min (0.52, 0.8)= 0.52

and derives as conclusions the fuzzy sets obtained by truncating
µnormal

µ1ntecrion

and

at this minimum. This same process is also applied to other rules. The

operation of the controller is depicted in Figure 4.11.

4.4.3.3 Implication

The implication method shapes the consequent (a fuzzy set) based on the
antecedent (a single number). The input for the implication process is a
single number given by the antecedent, and the output is a fuzzy set. This
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process is canied out for every rule in the FLDSS knowledge base.
FLDSS uses minimisation in applying implication by truncating the output
fuzzy set. Figure 4.11 illustrates the implication method employed by the
FLDSS controller. It is obvious that the resulting fuzzy output set( shaded
region) is truncated by the combined degree of membership representing
the rule's antecedent.

4.4.3.4 Aggregation

Aggregation unifies the outputs of the rules. It is done by taking all the
output fuzzy sets that represent each rule and combining them into a single
fuzzy set ready for final step, defuzzification [Kan92].
Aggregation occurs only once for each output vaiiable. The input of
aggregation process is the list of truncated output functions (such as Figure
4-9) returned by the implication process for each rule. The result is one
fuzzy set for each output variable. That means that after the implication of
each rule, all the output fuzzy sets are added up to represent the fuzzy set
for Result, the output variable of FLDSS. A typical aggregated output fuzzy
set is shown at the bottom of Figure 4.11.
Commutive aggregation, used in FLDSS, does not take into account the
order of rule execution. This makes the approach flexible, robust and easy
to expand. Additional rules can be added at any time without the need for
major revision in the knowledge base of the system.
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4.4.3.5 Defuzzification

Defuzzification takes the aggregated output fuzzy sets for each output
variable and returns a single numerical crisp representation. There are a
number of defuzzification methods such as centroid, bisector, maxrmum,
and etc.

Moderate WBC

LowWBC

High RBC

Moderate RBC

.

xi

~

Input

Input

result Infection

result Normal

y

Output

Figure 4.11: The Process of Fuzzy Inference

In the centroid method, the crisp value of the output variable is computed
by finding the variable value of the center of gravity of the membership
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uses centroid method for

defuzzification, which is calculated according to the following formula;
n

Liµ(y;)y;

Y=

i=l

n

Lµ(y;)
i=l

Where yi is the discrete points in the relevant output domain.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter an overview of fuzzy set and fuzzy logic was given. The
application of this approach to the design of a Decision Support System for
micromine Test was described. Various aspects of the designed system
including its input/output variables, membership functions, knowledge base
and inference method were studied. The pelformance of the developed
system will be reviewed in the next chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the performance of FLDSS is studied. Three different
versions of FLDSS have been developed as the work has evolved. The
performance of these three systems based on three sets of data are
evaluated. A comparison is then made between the outcome of these three
systems and the expert interpretation of the data. The results are all
graphically illustrated. A discussion on the pe1formance of the system is
finally carried out at the end of the chapter.

5.2 Specific Performance Criteria
There is always the danger of overselling the concept of expert systems.
Hence in this work, a more benefit-oriented approach is employed to
evaluate the performance of the system. It is measured against some
specific performance criteria such as the usefulness of the system and how
easily it can be integrated into a pathology laboratory.
The performance evaluation of FLDSS will be based on the following two
specific criteria:
(a)

Accuracy

(b)

Reliability

Chanters
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5.2.1 Accuracy

FLDSS is not part of a closed loop control system requiring high degree of
accuracy and robustness. It is more a decision support system which
according to a set of input values provides appropriate recommendations for
the pathologist. Hence, accuracy cannot be defined as how closely a
reference input is tracked by the output of the system. Accuracy refers more
to how good the knowledge-base models the input/output relationship.
The accuracy of the knowledge base can be studied by observing how it
relates the input vaiiables to the output. For a multivai·iable system, it is not
possible to illustrate this relationship graphically unless the output is
considered against two variables at a time when the other two variables are
kept constant.
As an example, the performance of FLDSS against various combinations of
four of the input variables, ie white blood cell, red blood cell, epithelial cell
and Culture reference are shown in Figure 5.1. Each diagram illustrates the
effect of two inputs ( usually the number of cells counted in sample or the
number representing the Culture result ) on the pe1formance of FLDSS
while the two other inputs are set to constant values. The two other inputs
which are not shown in each graph can be set to any possible value in their
defined membership function such as Low, Moderate, High and Very High.
The Result axis represents the various possible interpretation of the inputs
as carried out by the system. The diagram illustrates how the variation in
the number of cells and result from Culture in the sample affect the
classification of the system.
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Figure 5-1: Output against
a) Red Blood Cell and White Blood Cell

b) White Blood Cell and Epithelial

Cell
c)

Culture and White Blood Cell

e) Red Blood Cell and Culture

d) Red Blood Cell and Epithelial Cell

,f) Epithelial Cell and Culture

Figure 5.1 (a) and Table 5.1 illustrates such relationship when Red Blood
Cell and White Blood Cell are considered as variables and the rest of the
variables are set to Moderate values.
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Table 5.1: Classification Index and CoITesponding Output
Intrpretation

Classificatin
Index

Category

1

I
SP

2
3

pp

4

CH

PH

5
i

6
7
8

9

10
11
12

N
I/SP
SP/PP
SP/CH
SP/PH
PP/N
CHIN

Interpretation
- Infection
- Suggest repeat test, Probable
contamination
- Samvle vroblem
- predominant pyuria with epithelial cells
but no good evidence <~f UT/.
- Lower urinary tract/ genital tract
inflammation
- Cellular changes, no sign~ficant growth,
no evidence of specinien contamination.
- Lower urinary infhtmmation or other
disease
- Upper urinary tract disease
- Fever, dru1<s, other.
- Predominant haematuria without
evidence of infection.
-Normal/ no significant abnormality.
The possibility of I or SP
The possibility of SP or PP
The possibility of SP or CH
The possibility of SP or PH
The possibility of PP or N
The possibility of CH or N

I
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As another example, Figure 5.l(f) illustrates the variation of the output of
the system against two other inputs variables, epithelial cell and Culture
result while white blood cell is set to Low and red blood cell to Moderate.

5.2.2 Reliability

After accuracy, the next most important criterion as considered by the
experts is reliability. Reliability is one of the most important perf01mance
parameter in describing a decision support system or any other kind of
consultation system [Nil80]. While there is no mathematical description
available for the reliability of a decision support system, it can be
considered as the acceptability and conformity of the system's results to the
expert's judgement[Moc87]. In this work, the reliability can be defined as
the conformity of the system's classification to the interpretation of the
input data by the pathologist.
A reliability index (Success Rate ) is used to quantify the performance of
the developed systems based on a set of empirical data[Rou90]. It is defined
as:

NC

Success Rate = - x 100
Sc .

where:

5.2

Ne =Number of samples diagnosed cotTectly
Sc =Total number of samples

Equation 5.2 is a good indication of cmTelation between the classification
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made by the decision support system and the opinion of the expert (the
pathologist). The Success Rate produced by the three systems developed in
this work are provided in the next section.

5.3 System Validation
The clinical evaluation of medical expert systems is quite an intricate issue,
since usually a "golden standard" does not exist.

The approach employed in this work for the evaluation of FLDSS and two
earlier systems (systems A and B ), developed for micro urine test, is based
on comparing the system results against the independent assessment of an
expert ( laboratory pathologist ).
The inputs to system A include the count of white blood cells (WBC), red
blood cell (RBC), and epithelial cell (EPC). This system uses 64 IF-THEN
rules and a fuzzy inference engine to make decisions. In addition to three
inputs used in system A, system B uses Culture result as the fourth input.
This increases the number of fuzzy n1les up to 128.

In the final system, (FLDSS), the sex of a patient is added to the
knowledge-base, making the classification more difficult but more realistic.
As a result the number of fuzzy rules in the system is increased to 516.

In order to provide a true representation of the process, randomly selected
samples from the pathology laboratory were used in the validation.
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This included three sets of data each with 100 samples. The data included
the sex and age of a patient, the number of white blood cell, Red Blood cell,
epithelial cell and result of Culture. The outcome of the validation is
provided in the forthcoming sections of this chapter.

5.3.1 Sample Data

The samples used for system validation were chosen randomly from daily
data recorded in Southern Pathology Wollongong. Each sample has
complete microscopic profile test measurment, age, and sex of patiant. The
collected data belongs to male and female aging from 1 to 93 years old.
Figure 5.2 shows disribution of the three sets of data. In figure 5.2-a the
pecentage of the examined sample belonging to the female varies from 65%
to 76% for three data sets.
Figures 5.2-c, d, e, and f show the distribution of White Blood Cell, red
blood cell, Epithelial cell, and Culture. The count number of white blood
cell and epithelial cell (figures c and e) varying between 0-10 has highest
score (up to 68% ), while for Red Blood Cell count (figure d) the higest
belongs to the number between 0-5.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of Age, Sex, White Blood Cell, Red Blood
Cell, Epithelial Cell and Culture Result for Three Data Sets
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5.3.2 Validation Based on Data Set I

The samples in data set I were chosen during recorded examination in
October 96. The age of the patients varied from 1 to 87 and there were
69% female and 39% male.
The comparison can-ied out between the classification made by the human
expert (pathologist) and by the developed systems are illustrated in Figures
5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 for the three systems. The horizontal axis on each diagram
represents all the possible classifications for the micromine sample test. The
vertical axis shows the number of samples classsified to a particular
classifications index. For the sake of simplicity the classification introduced
in Table 4.2 is replaced by numbers 1 and 12 refered to as classification
indexes. Table 5.1 (Section 5.2.1) provides the correspondence between the
classification indexes and diagnoses.

5.3.2.1 System A

As it was mentioned in chapter 4 (Table 4.1 ), system A was developed
based on three input variables (white blood cell, Red blood cell and
Epithelial cell ) with the total number of 64 rules. The sex of patient and
the result of Culture were not considered at this stage of the system
development. The classification made by system A and those by human
expert (Pathologist) are compared in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Human Expert and System A Interpretation
The interpretation of the system has strong disagreement with the opinion
· of the human expert. There are only few samples c01Tectly classified into
their exact class (numbers 2, 6 and 11 ). Examination of the samples in Data
set I shows that the coITect classification has occmTed for samples with the
number of white blood cell tagged as Low/Moderate, red blood cell as Low
and Epithelial cell as Low/Moderate. The Culture result seems to play no
role in the classification process. In the case of misclassified samples, the
numbers of white blood cell and epithelial cell are categorised as high or
very high.

5.3.2.2 System B

System B was developed through·consultation with pathologist to improve
the results obtained in system A. In this stage of the development the result
of Culture was added to the inputs. This increased the number of rules in
the knowledge

ba~e

to 146. The developed system was tested by the same

set of data. The comparison of the classification generated by the system
and those by human expert is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Human Expert and System B Interpretation
System B seems to have produced a better peifonnance compared to system
A and the result of interpretation has more agreement with the opinion of
the pathologist.
Close examination of the misclassified samples in system B showed that the
gender of the patient had to be included in the knowledge base. Study of the
data showed that

even when Culture result is considered as a crucial

parameter in the process of interpretation, the samples with number of Red
blood cell classified as Very high, Epithelial cell as high or Very high and
Culture as Low produce different interpretation depending on the sex of the
patient. For example the interpretation of a sample from a male with white
blood cell low and red blood cell high and Culture low is "Predominant

hameturia without evidence of infection", while the interpretation of a
sample from a female with the same characteristics (the number of count
cells and result of Culture) is "Suggest repeat test, probable contamination

or sample problem".
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5.3.2.3 FLDSS (System C)

System C was the final stage of the development of fuzzy logic decision
support system in this work. The sex of the patient was considered in the
knowledge base of system B and consequently the number of rules
increased to 516. The response of FLDSS and the interpretation of human
expert are shown in Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.5: Human Expert and FLDSS (system C) Interpretation

It is clear from this diagram that the pe1formance of the FLDSS for the
sample classification is in close agreement with the opinion of the human
expert. There are only very few samples not coITectly assigned to their
classes among the 100 examined samples. The obtained result is quite
encouraging and promising.
An examination of the data revealed that the misclassified samples are those
with rare Culture results, seldom encountered in the process of micro
organism growth or culture. They are usually produced by patients on
antibiotics,

diabetics,

chronic

obstruction,

malignancy,

and

immunosuppression. In order to interpret such samples correctly, other
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information from the patient such as age, medical history and result from
Macroscopic test should be considered. The response of the cmTent system
is, however, acceptable with a coITect classification of 98%.
A similar procedure was followed for data sets II and III. The results are
presented in Appendix C.

5.4 Analysis of Results
Some further analysis of the results obtained in the validation of the
developed system is cmTied out in this section. In the first analysis the
success rates of the three systems for all the three data sets were compared
and the result is shown in Table 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 5.6.

The average success rate of system A and for all the three data sets is 54.3.
For system B this value has increased to 62.3 which represent 8%
improvement. The best result is obtained for FLDSS at 97.3. This rate
represent a significant improvement of 43% and 35% compared to systems
A and B respectively. The success rates are compared with the expert
opinion in Figure 5.6. The expert opinion is assumed to be 100% correct.
Further analysis of the results is carried out by compai·ing the statistical
properties of the results as shown in Table 5.3. This table provides Mean,
Maximum, and Standard Deviation of the test data. It also provides the
cross correlation coefficient between the system performance and the expert
opinion. The sample coITelation coefficient is defined by:
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where:
n

Sxx

-

=L,(x; - x)

2

i=l

x; and Y; are the ith sample classified by the system and human expert

respectively to classification index i. The parameters x and

y are the

means of the x; and the Y; respectively. n is the total number of samples
classified by the system.
Equation 5.3 provides a measure on the similarity between the two data
sets. The con-elation coefficient varies between 0 and 1.0. The closer it is to
1 the more similar are the two data sets.

Table 5.2: Comparison of Success Rate for the Developed Systems
Success Rate(%)

Data Set
Data Set I
Data Set II
Data Set III
Average

System A

System B

FLDSS

57
52
54
54.3

68
59
60
62.3

98
98
96
97.3
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Table 5.3: The Result Comparison for Developed Systems
DATASET I
SystemA System
B

8.33
Mean
Maximum 48
7
Minimum
Corel.Cof. 0.550
Std. dev. 0.152

8.33
37
7
0.662
0.125

DATA SET II

DATASET III

FDDSS SystemA System B FDDSS SystemA

8.33
27
2
0.996
0.07

8.33
46
1
0.510
0.147

8.33
36
1
0.567
0.121

8.33
27
1
0.998
0.081

8.33
46
1
0.459
0.147

System B FDDSS

8.33
36
1
0.519
0.128

8.33
22
1
0.993
0.074

The cross con-elation coefficients also confirm the visual results obtained
by compming the pe1formance of the systems with the expert opinion.
FLDSS clearly has the highest c01Telation. It also seems that the results
obtained for Data set III is marginally worse than other data sets. The
overall trend has, however, been maintained. The cross con-elation
coefficients are further compared in Figure 5. 7.
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The results presented in this chapter clearly indicate that the fuzzy logic
decision support system approach proposed in this study is a feasible
method and has ability to translate and classify microscopic test.

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the pe1formance of FLDSS developed for micro urine test in
this work was studied. The results were obtained by applying the three
developed systems to three sets of data. The main validation was carried out
by comparison of the system performance with the expert opinion. The
results obtained from the last system referred to as FLDSS proved to be
very close to the pathologist's opinion.
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6.1 Introduction
The conclusion of the thesis is provided in this chapter. The specific and
generic outcomes of the project are initially reviewed. The limitations of the
technique are then highlighted. Some suggestions for the continuation of the
work are finally offered.

6.2 Outcomes and Advantages of the Work
The main focus of the work has been on developing a fuzzy logic based
decision support system to interpret the data obtained from microscopic
urine test.
The FLDSS developed in this work takes into account the sex of a patient
and operates based on the four variables measured in the microurine test
including white blood cell, red blood cell, epithelial cell and culture result.
The diagnosis recommended by FLDSS has shown a high correlation with
the expe1t knowledge for the three sets of randomly collected data. Such
result is expected to be repeated for other data sets. Hence the system has
achieved the objectives initially set for it.
There is no requirement of the prior probabilities during inferencing in
FLDSS, which is a prerequistive for Bayes' theorem-based expert systems.
Therefore, overall classification is rriuch simpler than in systems using the
prior probabilities.
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The knowledge base of the FLOSS consists of two separate and
independent sections of rule-base and data-base. This makes the system
more flexible than conventional systems as the rule base can be easily
changed even by non-engineer users.
The work also demonstrates the feasibility of employing fuzzy logic
approach in building medical decision support systems. A fine-tuned
system can produce results close to the expert opinion, therefore achieve
high accuracy and reliability.

6.3 Limitations of the Work
FLDSS is developed based on specific assumptions and can operate with
certain variables only. Hence it is far from a generalised system and has the
following constraints:
•

The input parameters for the developed syste1n includes Sex, White
Blood Cell, Red Blood Cell, Epithelial Cell and the result of Culture. In
some medical cases, the pathologist needs to consider the Macroscopic
analysis of the urine before a diagnosis is made. The Macroscopic
analysis includes tests for the colour, PH, ketones, specific Gravity, and
.

other characteristics of the urine. FLOSS cannot classify such cases at
this stage.
•

Samples with very complex Culture result such as "Mixed growth of
doubtful significance, predominant strain" or "Mixed growth consistent
with chateter specimen" can produce inconect interpretations. In these
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cases other results such as Macroscopic test should be considered in the
decision making process.
•

Knowledge acquisition from expert and its representation m the
knowledge base proved difficult for some cases. Hence there are
shortcomings in FLDSS when particular samples are encountered. An
example was the diversity of Culture results, the difficulty of assigning
each case to a class and defining membership functions accordingly.
This is usually refeITed to as the knowledge acquisition bottleneck.

6.4 Further Research
The Fuzzy Logic Decision Support System for Microurine test still requires
further research and development before it can be utilised in the pathology
laboratoiies. Here are some directions for the future work:
•

Macroscopic test results including PH, Protein, Glucose, Ketone, and
Specific gravity should be incorporated in FLDSS. This will help to
understand better the medical condition of a patient and consequently
perlorm a more accurate and reliable interpretation of the Microuiine
test.

•

The optimisation of the FLDSS

parameters can

improve its

perlormance. For example the number of rules in the knowledge base
and the coefficients of the membership functions specially for Culture
result can be optimised [Bez92]. One method is a combination of neural
network and fuzzy system which is called Cooperative Neuro-Fuzzy
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Model[Nau95]. In this method a neural network, or in most cases just a
nerual learning algorithm, is used to learn certain parameters of the
system such as the parameters of the rules. After learning, the neural
network is deactivated and the decision is made by the fuzzy control
algorithm [Ich92], [Nam92].

•

The current system classifies a sample into one of the 12 renal diseases.
Further work is required to increase the number of output cases and
hence improve the accuracy of the system. One approach is to represent
the severity of a case as a separate class. For example the diagnosis of
"Infection" can be represented by three different degrees of Low, High ,

and Very high. In that case an example of the result interpretation would
be Low Infection.
•

The robustness of the developed system should be examined. FLDSS
has been tuned according to the opinion of an expert. It is important to
examine how it pe1forms against the judgment of another pathologist for
the same set of data.
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APPENDIX A
A.1 Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM) and Fuzzy Rules of
the System
Developing rules for the controller system's knowledge base requires the detailed
description of all input/output combinations. To simplify the task, all
combinations are divided into two categories, male and female and both of them
are divided into four categories based on low, nioderate, high and very high
White Blood Cell level.

A.1.1 Fuzzy Rules for Male and low White Blood Cell

lowWBC
lowRBC
lowWBC
moderate RBC
lowWBC
high RBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC

lowEPC
low CULT

lowEPC
moderate CULT

lowEPC
high CULT

N

N

N

lowEPC
very high
CULT
I/SP

PH

·PH

PH

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

Table A.1: Input/ Output Combination for low epithelial cell
RULE I
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is N
RULE2
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is N
RULE3
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is N
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RULE4
IF white blood cell is low AND re<l blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP
RULES
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE6
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate TI-IEN
result is PH

RULE7
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULES
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE9
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 10
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 11
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

:flULE 12
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 13
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 14
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 15
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is ·very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE16
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP
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moderate
EPC
low CULT
lowWBC
lowRBC
lowWBC
moderate
RBC
lowWBC
hhzhRBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC

moderate EPC

moderate
EPC

moderate CULT

moderate EPC
very high CULT

N

N

hi11:h CULT
N

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP

I/SP

Table A.2: Input I Output Combination for moderate epithelial cell
RULE17
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
THEN result is N

RULE 18
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is N

RULE 19
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is N

RULE20
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE21
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE22
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE23
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is PH

RULE24
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE25
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
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THEN result is PH

RULE26
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE27
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE28
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE29
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is low
THEN result is PH

AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture

RULE30
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is moderate
THEN result is PH

AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture

RULE31
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

AND t:pithelial cell is moderate AND culture

RULE32
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

lowWBC
lowRBC
lowWBC
moderate
RBC
lowWBC
hi2h RBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC

AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture

high EPC
low CULT
N

high EPC
moderate CULT
N

high EPC
high CULT
N

high EPC
very high CULT
I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

Table A.3: Input/ Output Combination for high epithelial cell
RULE33
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cdl is low AND t:pithdial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is N

RULE34
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cdl is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is moderate
THEN result is N
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RULE35
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is Jnw AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is N

RULE36
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE37
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
.
THEN result is SP

RULE38
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE39
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP

RULE40
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE41
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE42
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithdial cell is high AND culture is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE43
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE44
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE45
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithdial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE46
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE47
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cdl is very high AND epithelial cdl is high AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE48
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is wry high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP
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lowWBC
lowRBC
lowWBC
moderate
RBC
lowWBC
high RBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC

N

very high
EPC
high CULT
N

very high CULT
I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

very high
EPC
low CULT
N

very high EPC
moderate CULT

very high EPC

Table A.4: Input/ Output Combination for very high epithelial cell

RULE49
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is low
THEN result is N

RULE50
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is N

RULE51
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high
THEN result is N

RULE52
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE53
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is SP

RULE54
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE55
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is·moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
·
THEN result is SP

RULE56
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE57
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is low
THEN result is SP
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RULE58
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE59
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP

RULE60
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE61
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE62
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE63
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is PH

RULE64
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

A.1.2 Fuzzy Rules for Male and moderate White Blood Cell

moderate WBC
lowRBC
moderate WBC
moderate RBC
moderate WBC
high RBC
moderate WBC
very high RBC

CHIN

lowEPC
high
CULT
CHIN

lowEPC
very high
CULT
I

CH

CH

CH

I

PH

PH

PH

I

PH

PH

PH

I

lowEPC
low CULT

lowEPC
moderate CULT

CHIN

Table A.5: Input/ Output Combination for male, moderate WBC
RULE65
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CHIN

RULE66
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CHIN
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RULE67
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blond cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is CHIN

RULE68
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE69
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE70
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 71
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE72
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE73
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE74
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate THEN
result is PH

RULE75
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE 76
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE77
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE78
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE79
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is PH
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RULE80

IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

I
moderate WBC
lowRBC
moderate WBC
moderate RBC
moderate WBC
high RBC
moderate WBC
very high RBC

moderate
EPC
low CULT

moderate EPC
moderate CULT

moderate EPC
high CULT

CH

CH

SP/CH

moderate
EPC
very high
CULT
I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP

I

Table A.6: Input/ Output Combination for male, moderate WBC

RULE81
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithdial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE82
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE83
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is PH

RULE84
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE85
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE86
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE87
IF white blood cell is moderate AND re<l blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH
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RULE88
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blond cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is ve1y high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE89
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE90
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE91
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE92
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE93
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE94
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE95
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE96
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

moderate WBC
lowRBC
moderate WBC
moderate RBC
moderate WBC
high RBC
moderate WBC
verv high RBC

high EPC
low CULT

high EPC
moderate CULT

high EPC
high CULT

CH

CH

SP/CH

high EPC
very high
CULT
I/SP

CH

CH

SP/CH

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP
'1

Table A.7: Input/ Output Combination for male, moderate WBC
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RULE97
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE98
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE99
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH ·

RULE 100
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 101
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 102
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 103
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 104
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 105
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 106
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 107
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 108
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 109
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH
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RULE 110

IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 111
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 112
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

moderate
WBC
lowRBC
moderate
WBC
moderate
RBC
moderate
WBC
high RBC
moderate
WBC
very high
RBC

very high
EPC
low CULT
CH

very high EPC
moderate CULT

very high EPC

CH

very high
EPC
hi!!h CULT
SP/CH

very high CULT
I/SP

CH

CH

SP/CH

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP

Table A.8: Input/ Output Combination for male, moderate WBC
RULE 113
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 114
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 115
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 116
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 117
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IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 118
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 119
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 120
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 121
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 122
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 123
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 124
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 125
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 126
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 127
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cdl is very high AND epithelial cdl is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 128
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is wry high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP
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A.1.3 Fuzzy Rules for Male and High White Blood Cell

high WBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
high WBC
high RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

lowEPC
low CULT
CH

lowEPC
moderate CULT
CH

lowEPC
high CULT
CH

lowEPC
very high CULT
I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

PH

PH

PH

I

Table A.9: Input/ Output Combination for male, high WBC,
RULE 129
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 130
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 131
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE 132
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 133
IF white blood cell is high
THEN result is I

AND culture is very high

RULE 134
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 135
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 136
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE 137
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 138
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH
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RULE 139
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 140
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE 141
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 142
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 143
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 144
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE 145
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

high WBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
highWBC
hi2h RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

moderate
EPC
low CULT

moderate EPC
moderate CULT

CH

CH

high CULT
CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

PH

PH

PH

I

moderate
EPC

moderate EPC
very high CULT

Table A.10: Input/ Output Combination for male, high WBC,
RULE 146
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 147
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result ·is CH

RULE 148
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is CH
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RULE 149
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is

RULE 150
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 151
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 152
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE 153
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 154
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 155
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 156
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE 157
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 158
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 159
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 160
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is PH

RULE 161
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
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THEN result is I
-

-

high WBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
high WBC
high RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

high EPC
low CULT
CH

high EPC
moderate CULT
CH

high EPC
high CULT
SP/CH

high EPC
very high CULT
I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP

Table A.11: Input/ Output Combination for male, high WBC,
RULE 162
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 163
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 164
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is PH

RULE 165
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 166
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 167
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 168
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 169
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 170
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithdial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is CH
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RULE 171
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 172
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 173
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 174
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 175
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
·
THEN result is PH

RULE 176
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 177
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

bighWBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
high WBC
high RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

very high
EPC
low CULT
CH

very high EPC
moderate CULT
CH

very high
EPC
hi_gh CULT
SP/CH

verv hh!h CULT
I/SP

CH

CH

SP/CH

I/SP

CH

CH

SP/CH

I/SP

PH

PH

SP/PH

I/SP

very high EPC

Table A.12: Input/ Output Combination for male, b1gh WBC
RULE 178
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 179
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 180
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH
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RULE 181
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is 1/2

RULE 182
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 183
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 184
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 185
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 186
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low THEN result is CH

RULE 187
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 188
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE189
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 190
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is ve1y high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 191
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 192
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 193
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP
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A.1.4 Fuzzy Rules for Male and very high White Blood Cell

very high
WBC
lowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high
WBC
high RBC
I very high
WBC
very high
RBC

lowEPC
low CULT
CH

lowEPC
moderate CULT
CH

lowEPC
high CULT
CH

lowEPC
very hi~h CULT
I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

I

'

CH

CH

Table A.13: Input/ Output Combination for male, very high WBC
RULE 194
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 195
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 196
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE 197
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 198
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 199
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE200
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE201
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I
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RULE202
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE203
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE204
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE205
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE206
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE207
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE208
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE209
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

very high
WBC
IowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high
WBC
hil?h RBC
very high
WBC
very high
RBC

moderate
EPC
low CULT
CH

moderate EPC
moderate CULT
CH

moderate
EPC
high CULT
CH

very high CULT
I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

moderate EPC

c

Table A. 14: Input/ Output Combination for male, very high WBC
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RULE210
IF white blood cell is ve1y high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE211
IF white blood cell is ve1y high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE212
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE213
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE214
IF white blood cell is ve1y high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE215
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE216
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE217
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE218
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 219
IF white blood cell is ve1y high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE220
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE221
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is

RULE222
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IF white blood cell is very high AND red blond cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE223
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE224
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE225
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

high EPC
low CULT
very high
WBC
lowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high
WBC
high RBC
very high
WBC
very high
RBC

high EPC
high CULT

high EPC
very high CULT

CH

high EPC
moderate
CULT
CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

CH

CH

CH

I

Table A.15: Input/ Output Combination for male, very high WBC
RULE226
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE227
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE228
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE229
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE230
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
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THEN result is CH

RULE231
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE232
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
' is high
THEN result is CH

RULE233
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE234
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE235
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE236
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is CH

RULE237
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE238
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE239
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE240
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is high
THEN result is CH

RULE241
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I
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very high
WBC
IowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high
WBC
hi2h RBC
very high
WBC
very high
RBC

very high
EPC
low CULT
CH

very high EPC
moderale CULT
CH

very high
EPC
hi gh CULT
SP/CH

very hi gh CULT
I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

very high EPC

TableA.16: Input/ Output Combination for male, very high WBC

RULE242
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE243
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE244
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE245
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE246
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE247
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood _cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE248
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE249
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blond cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I
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RULE250
IF whi'te blood cdl is ve1y high AND reel blond cdl is high AND epithdial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE251
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE252
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE253
IF white blood cell is very high AND reel blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE254
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE256
IF white blood cell is very high AND reel blood cell is very high AND epitht:!ial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE257
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE258
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

A.1.5 Fuzzy Rules for Female and low White Blood Cell
low EPC
low CULT
lowWBC
lowRBC
lowWBC
moderate
RBC
lowWBC
hil!h RBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC
Table A.17:

low EPC
high
CULT
N

low EPC
very high
CULT

N

low EPC
moderate
CULT
N

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

PH

PH

PH

I/SP

I/SP

Input/ Output Combination for low epithelial cell
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RULE I
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is N
RULE2
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is N
RULE3
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is N
RULE4
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP
RULES
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE6
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate THEN
result is PH

RULE7
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE8
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is USP

RULE9
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 10
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 11
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE 12
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 13
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH
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RULE14
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is ve1y high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE15
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is PH

RULE16
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

moderate
EPC
low CULT

moderate
EPC

moderate EPC
very high CULT

moderate
CULT

high CULT

N

N

N

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

--

lowWBC
low RBC
low WBC
moderate
RBC
lowWBC
hh~h RBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC

moderate
EPC

Table A.18: Input/ Output Combination for moderate epithelial cell

RULE17
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
THEN result is N

RULE18
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is N

RULE 19
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is N

RULE20
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 21
IF white blood cell is low AND n:d blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN n:sult is SP
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RULE22
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE23
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP

RULE24
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE25
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
THEN result is SP

RULE26
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE27
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is SP

RULE28
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE29
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is low
THEN result is SP

AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture

RULE30
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is moderate
THEN result is SP

AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture

RULE31
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is high
THEN result is SP

AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture

RULE32
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
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I

lowWBC
lowRBC
lowWBC
moderate
RBC
lowWBC
hleh RBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC

II

high EPC
high CULT

high EPC
very high CULT

N

high EPC
moderate
CULT
N

N

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

high EPC
low CULT

I

Table A.19: Input/ Output Combination for high epit11elial cell

RULE33
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is N

RULE34
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is moderate
THEN result is N

RULE35
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is N

RULE36
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE37
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is SP

RULE38
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE39
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP

RULE40
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE41
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is SP

RULE42
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is moderate
THEN result is SP
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RULE43
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP

RULE44
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE45
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is SP

RULE46
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE47
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP

RULE48
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

lowWBC
lowRBC
lowWBC
moderate
RBC
lowWBC
hi2h RBC
lowWBC
very high
RBC

very high
EPC
low CULT
N

very high EPC
moderate CULT
N

very high
EPC
hi2h CULT
N

verv hi2h CULT
I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

SP

SP

SP

I/SP

very high EPC

Table A.20: Input/ Output Combination for very high epithelial cell

RULE49
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is low
THEN result is N

RULE50
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is N

RULE51
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high
THEN result is N

RULE52
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IF white blood cdl is low AND red blood cdl is lnw AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE53
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is SP

RULE54
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE55
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithdial cdl is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP

RULE56
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE57
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithdial cdl is very high AND culture is low
THEN result is SP

RULE58
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE59
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP

RULE60
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE61
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is SP

RULE62
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is SP

RULE63
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP

RULE64
IF white blood cell is low AND red blood cell is very high AND t:pithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN rt:sult is I/SP
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A.1.6 Fuzzy Rules for Female and moderate White Blood Cell
lowEPC
low CULT
moderate WBC
lowRBC
moderate WBC
moderate RBC
moderate WBC
hi!!h RBC
moderate WBC
verv hi!!h RBC

CHIN

lowEPC
moderate
CULT
CHIN

lowEPC
bigh
CULT
SP/CH

low EPC
very higb
CULT
I

CH

CH

pp

I

PH

PH

SP/PH

I

PH

PH

SP/PH

I

Table A.21: Input/ Output Combination for female, moderate WBC
RULE65
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CHIN

RULE66
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CHIN

RULE67
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE68
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE69
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 70
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 71
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is PP

RULE72
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 73
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH
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RULE 74
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 75
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithdial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 76
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE77
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 78
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 79
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE80
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

moderate WBC
lowRBC
moderate WBC
moderate RBC
moderate WBC
hi2h RBC
moderate WBC
verv hil!h RBC

moderate
EPC
low CULT

moderate EPC
moderate CULT

moderate
EPC
high CULT

pp

pp

SP/PP

moderate
EPC
very high
CULT
I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

TableA.22: Input/ Output Combination for female, moderate WBC
RULE81
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE82
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
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THEN result is PP

RULE83
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE84
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE85
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE86
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE87
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE88
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 89
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE90
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE91
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE92

IF white blood cell is mod~rate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE93
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND
culture is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE94
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND
culture is moderate
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THEN result is PP/PH

RULE95
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND
culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE96
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND
culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

moderate WBC
lowRBC
moderate WBC
moderate RBC
moderate WBC
hi2h RBC
moderate WBC
very hi2h RBC

high EPC
low CULT

high EPC
moderate CULT

high EPC
high CULT

pp

pp

SP/PP

high EPC
very high
CULT
I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

Table A.23: Input/ Output Combination for female, moderate WBC,
RULE97
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE98
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE99
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 100
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is USP

RULE 101
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood _cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 102
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 103
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP
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RULE 104
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 105
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 106
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 107
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 108
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 109
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 110
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 111
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 112
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP
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WBC
lowRBC
moderate
WBC
moderate
RBC
moderate
WBC
high RBC
moderate
WBC
very high
RBC
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very high
EPC
low CULT

very high EPC
moderate CULT

pp

pp

very high
EPC
high CULT
SP/PP

verv hi !!h CULT
I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

very high EPC

Table A.24: Input/ Output Combination for female, moderate WBC
RULE 113
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 114
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 115
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 116
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 117
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 118
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 119
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP
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RULE 120
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 121
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 122
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 123
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 124
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 125
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 126
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 127
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 128
IF white blood cell is moderate AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

A.1.7
high WBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
high WBC
hil?h RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

Fuzzy R uIes i or F emaIe an d H"•eh Wh"t
I e Bl 00d Cell
low EPC
low CULT
CH

low EPC
moderate CULT
CH

lowEPC
hiizh CULT
SP/CH

low EPC
verv hi izh CULT
I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

PH

PH

SP/PH

I

PH

PH

SP/PH

I

Table A.25: Input/ Output Combination for female, high WBC,
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RULE 129
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 130
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 131
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 132
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 133
IF white blood cell is high AND culture is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 134
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 135
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 136
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial ·cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 137
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 138
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 139
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 140
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 141
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 142
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is PH

RULE 143
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IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PH

RULE 144
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 145
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

moderate
EPC
low CULT
high WBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
high WBC
high RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

moderate EPC

moderate
EPC

moderate CULT

moderate EPC
very high CULT

pp

pp

high CULT
SP/PP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I

pp

pp

SP/PP

I

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I

I

TableA.26: Input/ Output Combination for female, high WBC,
RULE 146
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 147
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 148
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 149
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 150
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 151
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP
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RULE 152
IF white blood cell is high AND red blond cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 153
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

RULE 154
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 155
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 156
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 157
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 158
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is ve1y high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 159
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 160
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is ve1y high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 161
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I
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high WBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
high WBC
high RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

high EPC
low CULT

high EPC
moderate CULT

pp

pp

high EPC
high CULT
SP/PP

high EPC
very high CULT
I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

Table A.27: Input/ Output Combination for female, high WBC
RULE 162
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 163
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 164
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithdial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 165
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 166
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 167
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 168
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 169
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 170
IF white blood cell is high AND red blond cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
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THEN result is PP

RULE 171
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 172
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 173
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 174
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithdial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 175
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 176
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 177
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

high WBC
lowRBC
high WBC
moderate
RBC
high WBC
hi2h RBC
high WBC
very high
RBC

very high
EPC
low CULT

very high EPC
moderate CULT

pp

pp

very high
EPC
hi2h CULT
SP/PP

verv hi !?h CULT
I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

PP/PH

PP/PH

SP/PH

I/SP

very high EPC

Table A.28: Input/ Output Combination for female, high WBC
RULE 178
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 179
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP
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RULE 180
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high

THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 181
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 182
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell i.~ moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 183
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 184
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 185
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 186
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is low

THEN result is PP

RULE 187
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 188
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is high

THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 189
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 190
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 191
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP/PH

RULE 192
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IF whitt: blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PH

RULE 193
IF white blood cell is high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithdial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

A.1.8 Fuzzy Rules for Female and White very high wbc
Blood Cell

very high
WBC
lowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high ·
WBC
high RBC
very high
WBC
very high
RBC

lowEPC
low CULT
CH

lowEPC
moderate CULT
CH

lowEPC
high CULT
SP/CH

lowEPC
very high CULT
I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

CH

CH

SP/CH

I

Table A.29: Input/ Output Combination for female, very high WBC

RULE 194
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 195
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE 196
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE 197
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE 198
IF white blood cell is ve1y high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE 199
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
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THEN n:sult is CH

RULE200
IF whitt: blood cdl is vt:ry high AND rt:d blood cdl is mndt:ralt: AND t:pithdial cdl is low AND culturt:
is high
THEN rt:sult is SP/CH

RULE201
IF white blood cdl is vt:ry high AND rt:d blood cdl is mndt:ratt: AND t:pithdial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN rt:sult is I

RULE202
IF whitt: blood ct:ll is very high AND red blood cell is high AND t:pithdial ct:ll is low AND culture is low
THEN result is CH

RULE203
IF white blood cell is vt:ry high AND rt:d blood cdl is high AND t:pithdial ct:ll is low AND culture
is modt:rate
THEN result is CH

RULE204
IF whitt: blood ct:ll is vt:ry high AND red blood ct:ll is high AND t:pithdial cdl is low AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE205
IF whitt: blood ct:ll is vt:ry high AND rt:d blood cdl is high AND t:pithdial cdl is low AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I

RULE206
IF white blood ct:ll is vt:ry high AND red blood ct:ll is very high AND t:pithdial cell is low AND culture
is low
THEN result is CH

RULE207
IF white blood cdl is very high AND rt:d blood cell is very high AND t:pithdial cell is low AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is CH

RULE208
IF white blood cdl is vt:ry high AND red blood ct:ll is very high AND t:pithdial cell is low AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/CH

RULE209
IF white blood cell is vt:ry high AND rt:d blood cell is very high AND t:pitht:lial cell is low AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I

ApuendixA

very high
WBC
lowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high
WBC
hi!!h RBC
very high
WBC
very high
RBC
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moderate
EPC
low CULT

moderate CULT

pp

moderate EPC

moderate EPC

pp

moderate
EPC
high CULT
SP/PP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

very hi2h CULT
I/SP

Table A.30: Input/ Output Combination for female, very high WBC
RULE210
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE211
IF white blood cell is ve1y high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE212
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE213
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE214
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE215
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE 216
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP
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RULE 217
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blond cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE 218
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE219
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE220
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE 221
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE222
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE223
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE224
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE225
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is moderate AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP
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WBC
lowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high
WBC
high RBC
very high
WBC
very high
RBC
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high EPC
low CULT

high EPC
moderate
CULT

high EPC
high CULT

high EPC
very high CULT

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

Table A.31: Input/ Output Combination for female, very high WBC
RULE226
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE227
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE228
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE229
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE230
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 231
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE232
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE233
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP
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RULE234
IF white blood cell is very high AND red hlnnd cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE235
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE236
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE237
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture is very
high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE238
IF white blood cell i.~ very high AND red hlood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE239
IF white blood cell is very high AND red hlood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE240
IF white blood cell is very high AND red hlood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE241
IF white blood cell is very high AND red hlood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

very high
WBC
lowRBC
very high
WBC
moderate
RBC
very high
WBC
high RBC
very high
WBC
very high
RBC

very high
EPC
low CULT

very high EPC
moderate CULT

pp

pp

very high
EPC
high CULT
SP/PP

verv high CULT
I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

pp

pp

SP/PP

I/SP

very high EPC

Table A.32: Input/ Output Combination for female, very high WBC
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RULE242
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE243
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE244
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE245
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is low AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high ·
THEN result is I/SP

RULE246
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE 247
IF white blood cell is ve1y high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE248
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE249
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is moderate AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP

RULE250
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is low
THEN result is PP

RULE251
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE252
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE253
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is high AND epithelial cell is very high AND culture
is very high
THEN result is I/SP
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RULE254
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND
culture is low
THEN result is PP

RULE256
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND
culture is moderate
THEN result is PP

RULE257
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND
culture is high
THEN result is SP/PP

RULE258
IF white blood cell is very high AND red blood cell is very high AND epithelial cell is very high AND
culture is very high
THEN result is I/SP

APPENDIXB
The General Mathematical Expressions of the Membership
Functions

0,
Triangular
membership
function

(x-a)l(b-a),
µ(x) = I (c-x)/(c-b),

s

a

a<x<b
b< x <c

I

: 0,

0,
Trapezoidal
membership
function

x

x

~

x

c

s

a

(x-a)l(b-a), a<x<b
µ(x) =

1,

b<x<c

(d-x)l(d-c), c<x<d
dsx
0,
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Membership function µ(x) for the input variables

Variable

a

LowWBC

Trapezoidal

NIA

0

9

Moderate
WBC

Trapezoidal

9

10

29

units

d
~I

10

numberlcmm

31

numberlcmm

numberlcmm

!

!'

29

31

100

102

Very high
WBC

Trapezoidal

100

102

160

NIA

numberlcmm

LowRBC

Trapezoidal

NIA

0

4

6

numberlcmm

Trapezoidal .

4

6

19

21

numberlcmm

HighRBC

Trapezoidal

19

21

95

105

numberlcmm

Very high
RBC

Trapezoidal

95

105

160

NIA

numberlcmm

LowEPC

Trapezoidal

NIA

0

8

12

numberlcmm

Moderate EPC

Trapezoidal

8

12

18

22

numberlcmm

HighEPC

Trapezoidal

18

22

48

52

numberlcmm

Very high EPC

Trapezoidal

48

52

80

NIA

numberlcmm ,

Low CUL

Trapezoidal

NIA

0

8

12

Moderate CUL

Trapezoidal

8

12

18

22

org/rnicroliter

High CUL

Trapezoidal

18

22

48

52

org/microliter

Very high
CUL

Trapezoidal

48

52

80

NIA

org/microliter

Moderate RBC

i

b

Trapezoidal ,

HighWBC

I
'

c

Membership
Function

I

!

org/rnicroliter
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Membership functions µ(x) for output variables

OUTPUT

Membership
Function

a

b

c

units

I

Triangular

0

1

2

untranslated

SP

Triangular

2

3

4

pp

Triangular

4

5

6

untranslated

CH

Triangular

6

7

8

untranslated

PH

Triangular

8

9

10

untranslated

N

Triangular

10

11

12

untranslated

I/SP

Triangular

12

13

14

untranslated

SP/PP

Triangular

14

15

16

untranslated

SP/CH

Triangular

16

17

18

untranslated
I

untranslated
i

SP/PH

Triangular

18

19

20

untranslated

PP/PH

Triangular

20

21

22

untranslated

CHIN

Triangular

22

23

24

untranslated

APPENDIXC
Possibility Distribution of Test Data Over Output Classification for Data Set II
and Data Set ill

Possibility Distribution of Expert interpretation and developed system
DATA SET III

DATA SET II

Expert interpretation and system A
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